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ABSTRACT
This report describes the results of a system definition
study (theoretical) for an Advanced Meteorological Temperature
Sounder CUITS3 performed by ITT Aerospace/Optical Division
for Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The AMTS will be mounted on an
earth-orbiting spacecraft such as TIROS-N and will measure earth
radiance in twenty--eight infrared bands at the 4.3 and 15pm CO
absorption wavelengths. From this data the atmospheric temper9ture
and humidity profiles-can be determined over the entire earth's
surface with a spatial resclution ,^of 45 ]an. x 45 km; amounts and
type of cloud cover as well as surface temperatures of the earth
are also determined. Vertical temperature resolution significantly
better than obtained with previous sounding instruments is predicted
as a result of the narrower spectral bands (2 cm 1 at 4.3pm and
0.5 cm-1
 at 15Um).
The major purpose of the study was to determine the feasibility
of cooling the twenty--eight detectors to the 80-90 Kelvin region
by means of a radiative cooler. Other related considerations were
achieving high signal-to--noise ratios, maximizing optical through-
put through the grating spectrometer and reducing preamplifier
noise. Instrument size was restricted by the f-number of the
spectrometer and the smallest width of the field lenses that were
deemed manufacturable (1 m.m.). A detailed optical design of an
f/5 Ebert-Fastie spectrometer was carried out to verify that image
quality is adequate; field lenses near the spectrometer focal plane
were designed to image the grating onto the smallest size detectors
for each channel. Effects of the basic spectrometer design on
system throughput, detector size, size and spacing of field lenses,
entrance and exit slit width and height, etc. were analyzed prior
to selection of the final spectrometer parameters (grating size and
grooves per m.m., blaze angle and wavelength and mirror focal.
length).
The results of the study indicate that an instrument can be
designed and built which will fulfill the scientific obje::tives.
Recommendations include additional optical, thermal and structural
analyses as well as fabrication and test of critical system
components.




This report describes the results of a 3 months system
definition study for an Advanced Meteorological Temperature
Sounder (AMTS) performed by ITT Aerospace/Optical Division
for Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The AMTS instrument is designed
for operation on board an earth, polar orbiting spacecraft such
as the TIROS-N. The AMTS measures earth radiance in both the 	 -
4.3gm and I5pm COz absorption bands and vertical temperature
profile information for the earth's atmosphere can be extracted
from this data. The PMTS design incorporated much narrower
spectral bands than the HIRS 1 instrument (High Resolution
Infrared Radiation Sounder) or the J.P.L. Multidetector
Sounder2r3,4 and is expected to significantly improve the vertical
temperature resolution. The AMTS will also provide additional
meteorological information such as the humidity profile, day and
night surface temperatures of the ground and oceans, cloud-type
identification for storm detection and day-night mapping of cloud
cover amount and heights. The data obtained will not only
improve remote sensing of tropospheric temperature profiles but
will also improve the accuracy of numerical weather forecasting
models.
The Major purpose of the study was to determine the
feasilility of radiatively cooling the twenty-eight infrared
detectors to low enough a temperature where good signal--to-noise
ratios could be obtained. Thus detector performance and optical
throughput of the spectrometer were also major considerations.
The spectral channels and bandwidths for AMTS are listed 'n
Table 1. The spectrometer is designed so t__t the diffraction
grating is used in first order in channels 1 through 10, second
order in channels 11 and 12, third order in channels 13 through
19 and fourth order in channels 20 through 28. The effects of
the basic spectrometer design on system throughput, detector
size, size and spacing of field Lenses, etc. were analyzed by
ITT-A/OD; an analysis of spectrometer optical resolution (image
blur spot size), detailed field lens and collimator--imaging
mirror design and optical ray-traces were done by Optical Research
Associates, Pasadena, California, under subcontract to ITT-A/OD.
I. The High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS),
Koenig & Zaun (ITT-A/OD), Presentation at 1975 Spring
Conference of the Optical Society of America.
2. Performance of a Spectrometer for Measuring the Earth's
Radiance Near 4.3,um, Schaper & Shaw, Applied Optics, Vol. 9
p. 924, April. 1970.
3. Infrared Multidetector Spectrometer for Remote Sensing of
Temperature Profiles in the Presence of Clouds, Aumann &
Chahine, Applied Optics, Vol. 15, p. 2091, September 1976.
4„ Spectral Handpasses for a High Precision Satellite Sounder,












V (cm ) X(pm)
Resolution
pv (cm 1 )
Main
Function
1 607.00 16.474 0.5 Cloud filtering
2 623.23 16.045 0.5 Cloud filtering
3 627.75 15.929 0.5 Cloud filtering
4 635.80 15.728 0.5 Temperature
5 646.65 15.464 0.5 Temperature
6 652.75 13.320 0.5 Temperature
7 666.20 15.010 0.5 Temperature
8 666.90 14.995 0.5 Temperature
9 668.10 14.968 0.5 Temperature
10 669.10 14.945 0.5 Temperature
11 1203.00 8.313 1.0 ^ Windows and
12 1231.80 8.118 1.0 Cloud filtering
13 1772.00 5.643 1.5 Humidity
14* 1844.50 5.422 1.5 Hummidity
15 1889.50 5.292 1.5 Humidity
16* 1809.50 5.526 1.5 Humidity
17 1839.40 5.437 1.5 Humidity
18* 1850.90 5.403 1.5 Humidity
19 1930.10 5.181 1.5 Humidity
20 2383.75 4.1951 < 2.0 Temperature
21 2386.10 4.1909 <	 2.0 Temperature
22 2388.20 4.1873 < 2.0 Temperature
23 2390.20 4.1837 <	 2.0 Temperature
24 23972.35 4.1800 <	 2.0 Temperature
25* 2394.50 4.1762 <2.0w Temperature
26 2424.00 4.1254 2.5 Surface
27 2505.00 3.9920 2.5 Temperature
28 2616.50 3.8219 2.5
*Tentative
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Electronics design and analysis was restricted to the pre-
amplifiers for the infrared detectors since this has an effect
on noise levels and hence signal-to-noise performance; no bread-
boarding or tests were done under this study contract. is
The results of our study indicate that an instrument can
be designed and built which will fulf-ill the scientific objectives
described above. The rest of this report describes the results
of the study effort and gives a brief description of the important
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2.0
	 INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATION (TIROS)
Figure 2--1 is an artist's illustration of the Advanced
Meteorological Temperature Sounder for the Tiros-class space-
craft; Figure 2-2 shows external dimensions of the AMTS instrument.
The AMTS is only slightly larger than the AVHRR for TIROS-N which
measures 11" x 15 " x 31"; estimated weight for AMTS is 75 pounds
compared with 54.3 pounds for AVHRR, 73 pounds for HIRS and 90
pounds for VHRR for ATS-6. The instrument is .located on the space-
craft so that the radiant cooler is always on the anti-solar side
looking toward space as shown in Figure 2-3. The major portion of
the volume is taken up by the f/5 Ebert-Fastie grating spectrometer
("over/under" configuration) which has a focal, length of 3/4 meter.
The radiant cooler, which is designed to cool twenty--eight infrared
detectors to an operating temperature of 84 kelvins, is a scaled up
version of the AVHRR r p•" . ant cooler (AVHRR is an imaging radiometer
to be flown on Tiros N.. The cooler consists of a first stage
radiator operating at 154 kelvins and an earth shield which shields
the second stage radiator (patch) from earth radiance. The earth
shie:.d folds over the first and second stage radiators during launch
and for two or three weeks thereafter until the gaseous atmosphere
surrounding the spacecraft has subsided and the danger of contamina-
tion of cold optical surfaces and detectors is no longer present.
The twenty eight infrared detectors as well as twenty eight small
field lenses are mounted to the second stage cold patch. The input
stage and feedback resistor for sixteen preamplifiers are mounted on
the first stage radiator for improved performance and to lessen
stray capacitance and noise pickup.
The spectrometer incorporates a 6" x 8" diffraction grating
having 80 grooves per m.m. and blazed at 410 fo= 16.4pm (610 cm 1)
in first order. The collimating and imaging mirror is a single ele-
ment aspherical mirror with a focal length of 762 m.m. The dispersed
spectrum is reflected by a long rectangular flat mirror to direct
the 159 m.m. long spectrum into the radiant cooler. The first four
orders of the grating are used without any beamsplitters since the
spectral bands have been selected in such a way that none of the
channels physically interfere with each other. Thus all twenty
eight detectors lie in a row (slightly curved) as shown in Figure
2-4 (note that all channels have been converted to first order
equivalent wavenumbers). Channels 22 and 23 are the closest spaced
channels being only 0.5 cm -1 apart (referenced to first order);
channels 7 and 8 are 0.7 cm-1 apart between centers. The spectral
bands will be defined by thin aperture masks in the focal plane of
the spectrometer exit beam. Immediately behind the aperture masks
are than field lenses which image the grating onto individual
detectors for each channel. In many cases the field lenses must
be cut in than sections (defined by two planes parallel to the lens
axis) about 1.2 m.m. thick for channels 22 and 23 (the detector,
field lens, mask array is not shown in Figure 2-1).
-4-
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^J The spectrometer entrance slit is imaged onto the earthby the telescope Lens which has a focal length of 110 m.m and
clear aperture diameter of 31.5 m.m. (the grating is the aperture
stop for the system). A scan mirror sweeps the optical beam across
the earth through an angle of 50 0 , 300
 on each side of nadir. Three
flat folding mirrors must be used to orient the length of the slit
image perpendicular to the mirror scan direction (the scan mirror
sweep is perpendicular to the satellite orbital motion). Two
internal calibration targets, one at .. 250K and the other at
300K, serve as temperature calibration points in addition to the
space reference; the calibration sequence has not been established
as yet. A tuning fork chopper which modulates the optical beam near
the entrance slit is illustrated in Figure 2-5, Conceptual Design
Optical Layout. The spectrometer housing and optical elements are
cooled to 248K by covering the side facing the earth with a silver--
teflon radiator surface and appropriate thermal, structural design.
This is essential for reducing the thermal background irradiance on
the indium antimonide detectors (used in channels 13 to 28) and it
also benefits the radiant cooler performance.
Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride detectors are used in Channels
1 to 12 since they provide the best signal to noise ratio when
cooled to the 84 kelvin range. The system design described in
this report has been selected to achieve the highest performance
possible (i.e., SIN ratios of 100 or more in all channels; a lower
ratio is estimated for channel 28 but this is acceptable). The
spatial resolution or effecfive field of view at the subsatellite
point is 45 km. x 45 km. wi • h all channels viewing the same area on
the ground simultaneously; cloud filtering analysis is performed on





To start with, we will present the first-order
design of a spectrometer for the AMTS. In particular, we
will determine the range and nominal values of the following
parameters:
a. Throughput
b. Entrance slit width
c. Slit length
d. Spectrum length
e. Exit slit (field lens aperture) widths
E. Detector element width
The design is based on the grating equation
^F
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where i = incidence angle with respect to grating normal
r = diffraction angle with respect to grating normal
m = order number
X = wavelength
a = width of a grating groove
V = wavenumber.
As a result, we have neglected the (second order) effects of both
oblique .incidence on the grating (J. P. James and R. S. Sternberg,
The Design of Optical Spectrometers, Chapman and Hall., 1959,
Section 5,9) and geometrical aberrations on the optical system.
All wavenumbers (spectrometer channels) have been reduced
to first order, so that the maximum is 669.10 cm-1 (Channel 10),
the minimum 509.67 cm'" 1 (Channel. 13) , and the mean 629.885 cm-1.
In addition, we have assumed that the spectrum is centered with
respect to wavenumber, i.e., that the incidence and diffraction
angles are equal at the mean wavenumber. We then have
sin i =	 m
2a v
m
where v is 629.885 cm-I . For high grating efficiency, i must be
at or close to the blaze angle of the grating (which also becomes
theangle at which the grating is set in an Ebert mounting). The
diffraction angle for any other wavelength is then the solution to




The optical throughput or area - (projected) solid angle
product of the spectrometer is given by
JJ ^,1-1
T= AR = l f )-	 f ^ -Ag
where
	 w - width of entrance slit
A = length of entrance slit
f = focal length of spectrometer
A
g
 = projected area of grating..
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where AA = AV,




/v 2 is the wavelength band of the spectrometer.
We see that the entrance slat defines a fixed spectral element in
terms of wavenumber. And because we require a fixed wavenumber
band (0,5 cm- I ) throughout the spectrum, we must set Ai for the
maximum wavenumber. This gives us
Ai	 Qi I o =	 m AV--^--
a v l o^ cos a
where v l o equals 669.10 cm 1 (Channel 10). The image of the
entrance slit and the exit slit (field lens aperture) then have
equal widths at this maximum wavenumber. At all other (smaller)
wavenimbers, the wavenumber band must be set by the exit slit, which
then has a width greater than that of the image slit. (Note that
the spectral width is set by the larger of the exit slit or the
entrance slit image).
Next, consider the angle LIE subtended by the slit height.
This is determined by the closest spaced spectral Channels, 22 and
23, which have 0.5 cm-1 center separation (remember, that's in
first order terms). As shown in Figure 3.1--1, we can calculate
this ratio from two relationships iiaposed on the detector width
wd in these channels,
wd	 sg
f,	 f
•	 and	 wd 	 F `f dr22. 5
where f'	 = focal length of field lens
E'	 = f--number of field lens





diffraction angle that correspondsr
 0.5 cm at 597.30 cm-1 (mean of Channels 22
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The first of these equations is just the geometrical imaging of
the grating by the field lens. The second is the requirement that
the detector element have a width equal to that of the ' exit slit
times the f-number of the field lens. To prevent overlap with the
adjacent channel, F' can be no greater than one. Moreover, an
f-number less than one is used to reduce the width of the detector
element rather ^.han to increase the length of the slit (see dis-
cussion 3.1.1.7;. Using the fact that F" = f'/R, we can solve the
above equations to give us
Z	 f er 22.5
s 
The throughput is now given by
T	 = Ai 10Ar22.5 sgf = w Ar22.5 s 
Note that for a given crating (given a, i, and s ), both bi 1 0 and
Qr2z.s are fixed. In this case, the throughput gis set by the focal
length of the spectrometer. That is, a larger instrument has a
larger throughput. Thus, if the focal length were increased by 2X,
the slit width would also increase by 2X, but the slit length would
increase by 4X. The result is to increase the throughput by 2X.
There is,of course, a limit on the angle Q/f .im posed by either
geometrical aberrations or spectral resolution (James and Sternberg,
'op. cit. , pp 67 and 69) . However, as show-ai below, the f/3 ratio
in our design is less than 0.01 in all cases and is therefore not
even close to its limiting value.
For purposes of our study, we have considered gratings in
which a' ;
 is 600 cm-1 , 750 cm- 1 ,  and 800 cm- 1 , with 800 cir 1 taken*
to be the nominal design value. In addition, we have fixed the
focal length f of the spectrometer at a nominal value of 762 m.m.
and selected a grating in which s is 15.4 cm, for a spectrometer
f--number f/s of 4.95. The resulgant throughputs are listed in




a` 1 i r2z.s T
600 cm` 1 28.4430 31.8870 0.88 x 10-3cm2ster
750 36.537 41.323 1.71




f	 76.2 cm s	 15.4
in	 AV	 0.5 cm-
669.10 011r ,	 VM
f	 76.2 cm; s	 15.4 cm
V 2 2 . 5	 597.30 cm- 'M	 AV 0.5 cm
V	 629.885 cm--1
ni
3.1.1.2 Entrance Slit Width
The entrance slit width for a fixed focal length is given by
W	 f Aija
The values for the three grating constants are given in
Table 3.1-2, together with the incidence angle element
Ail
Table 3.1-2
incidence Angle Element and Entrance Slit Width
Slit Length
The slit length can be calculated from
£	 -	 f2 Ar22.5/eg
3. 1 . 1 . 3
•
The values are shown in Table 3.1--3 f together with the




Goo cm" 1 3.73 mm 4.90 x 10- 3 radian
750 5.28 6.925
SQo 5.955 7.81
M = l; qv = 0.5 cm" ; ; vzz.s = 597.30 cm I ; V11, =
529.885 cm-'; sg = 15.4 cry ; f = 75.2 cm
The telescope lens in front of the spectrometer must
project the slat length onto the ground at nadir at a size of 45 km.
Its focal length ft must then satisfy
01 = 45 km/833 km = Q/ft,
where Q is the-fi8ld of view that corresponds to a resolution element
(54.0 Air or 3.09 ) and 833 km is the nominal altitude of a Taros-N
spacecraft. For a slit length of 5.955 am, we have
ft = 110. 23 rim,
In addition, the aperture of the telescope lens must be sufficient
to fully illuminate the grating area. In particular, a circular
lens aperture must have a diameter D  that satisfies
^, 3
D 	 >	 f t	 or Dt > 31.505 nun.
427 sg 	
^ f
D d n th dia onal of the ro ' ec^-ed ruin area the f-number%-- o	 e	 g	 p 1	 g	 g	 ,
of the telescope is 3.50.
a-i w.i o w e m w"I3
600 cirr 0.563 mm 0.655 mm 0.778 mm
750 0.750 0.896 1.109







The length of the spectrum is given by
L = f C tan (r j s -- rm) + tan (rm
 — r i o) ] .
The values are listed in Table 3.1-4, together with the
diffraction angles for Channels 10, 13 and the mean
wavenumber.
Table 3.1-4
Length of the Spectrum
r 13 r'm r I o L
600 cm-I 32.6510 28.443° 24.863° 103.74 mm
750 42.407 36.537 31.706 142.74
800 46.001 39.423 34.097 158.91
m = 1; V 13 = 590.67 cur l ; vm = 629.885 cm I ; V IO = 669.10 cin I
3.1.1.5 Exit Slit (Field_ Lens Aperture) Widths
Each channel has an exit slit (field lens aperture) whose
width subtends a spectral band of 0.5 cat- 1 . The physical size of








W, =f dr= f	 m  V
a V 2 Cos r
The widths for the maximum, mean, and minimum wavenumber
are given in Table 3.1-5. The increase in width with decrease in
wavenumber is the result of two effects, the increase in angular
magnification of the grating (Qr/Ai = cos i/cos r) and the increase
in slit width needed for a Av of 0.5 cm-i (i.e., the increase in AX).
Table 3.1-5









m - ; Qv = 0.5 cm 1 ; f - 762 mm
v l o = 669.10 cm-1 ; vm = 629.885 cm-I l v 13 = 590.67 cm-'
Altb ough some of the slit widths are less than 1 mm,
namely those on the higher frequency side of the mean, all the field
leases in the nominal design can be made 1 mm or more in width. The
exit slit width applies to the aperture stop in front of the field
lens, so that the minimum lens width is set by the spacing of the
channels rather than by their individual widths. The minimum physical
spacing is between Channels 7 and 8, which have the properties listed
in Table 3.1-6. The distance between the centers of these channels is
approximately equal to
0.5 x Z 
(0.833 + 0.830) = 1.164 mm.
Thus 1 mm wade lenses can be used at a separation of about
0.16 mm or 0.0063 in. Note also that the detector width exceeds the
exit slit width in Channels 7 through 10.
Table 3.1-6
Nominal First-Order Spectrometer Values*
for
Channels 7 and 8









* For	 a = 84 g CM 1
For a grating constant of 750 cm -1 , the distance between
the centers of channels 7 and 8 is still greater than 1 mm (1.061 mm).
However, for a grating constant of 600 cm- 1 , this distance is less
than 1 mm (0.795 mm), which indicates the need for a greater focal
length and therefore a larger instrument.
wd a F° f
a cos rz2.5[l
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3.1.1.6 Detector Width
The width of a detector element is given by
w  = F -f Ar22.5
where
	 dr22.5	 m av
a v2 22.5 cos r22.5
and	 F'* = 0.7 .
The resultant detector widths are listed in Table 3.1-7
for the fixed focal length f of 762 mm.
Table 3.1-7
Detector Element Widths
a-1 x'2 2.5 Ai22.5 w 
600 cm- 1 31.887° 9.9033 X 10-4 0.528 mm
750 41.323 1.3996 x 10- 3 0.747
800 44.775 1.5794 x 10- 3 0.842
3.1.1.7
	 Discussion
If we delete the fixed parameters m, Gv, v l o, and v22.s
from the throughput equation, we find that it is proportional to
the following factors
T a	 S  f
a2 COS i COs r22.5
This shows that we can obtain a greater throughput by means
of a larger focal length f, a larger grating s , or more grooves 
perunit length a in the grating. The last of thege also reduces cos i
and cos r22.5 and thereby further increases the throughput.
We may also note that without the fixed parameters, the





so that the throughput praportior,ality can also be
stated as follows
:i
f	 S	 wT a	 9'	 d
s . ±	 F a cos i
At the same time, it is well to establish just how the
throughput influences the sensitivity of the instrument. In the case
of the shortwave (In Sb) channels, the maximum allowable noise current
(minimum signal current) increases in direct proportion to T. Tho
background noise current, on the other hand, is proportional to T Z , so
that a larger throughput allows a greater noise input from other
sources and thereby relieves the design requirements on the preampli-
fier.
In the longwave (HgCdTe) channels, however, the system D*
is proportional to
D* (system)	 a w 	 a F'a cos i.lu	 T	 s
g
As a result, the longwave channels benefit from a greater
throughput only if it is obtained by an increase in a or s ue , i.e.,l., 
only by changes in the grating it=elf. A longer focal length or its
equivalent of a Larger detector width does not help the longwave
channels. This is a zon4equence cf the fact that they are limited
by internally generated noise that is proportional to w but inde-
pendent of T. in fact, in the HgCdTe channels, there i g an advantage
in smaller detector elements. A smaller element has a larger
responsivity at a given bias dissipation or, conversely, a smaller
bias dissipation at a given responsivity.
From the standpoint of the complete instrument, the best
way to increase throughput is therefore to increase a- 1 , s , or both,
a change that improves the sensitivity of all channels. In g fact,
the grating parameters appear as the combination s /a-cos i, which
is just the total number of grooves along the length of the grating.
If the reduction in field lens f--number (F') below one
were used to increase the slit length rather than to reduce the de-
tector width, the throughput T would be increased by the factor 11F
At the same time, the proportionality for D* (system) would be
unchanged from the above expression. Thus Vit would seem that the
longwave (HgCdTe) channel sensitivity is insensitive to the manner
in which the reduced field lens f--number is used (smaller detector
or larger slit length). At the same time, the shortwave (in Sb)
channels would benefit from a greater throughput, although a smaller
`'	
w would reduce the amplifier noise as a result of the decrease in
Atector capacitance. in fact, however, the longwave channels
-20-
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E. Blur spot diameter
F. Projected area of grating
f } benefit greatly from a reduction in the detector width as a result
of interaction with the radiant cooler. For a given responsitivity
(e.g., the level necessary to reduce the influence of preamplifier
noise to a negligible level), a smaller detector requires less bias
current, in proportion (at least theoretically) to w -2 . The joule
heat on the second stage is therefore also reduced ( din proportion
to w -4 at a fixed detector resistance). The reduction in joule
heat input, in turn, allows a reduction in operating temperature.
A lower temperature not only increases the detector D* , but also
decreases the detector resistance and increases the detector
responsitivity, which allows a further decrease in detector bias.
Finally, the smaller detector area reduces the capacitance
of the InSb elements (as mentioned above), which allows an increase
in chopper frequency with no change in the noise level of the InSb
preamplifiers, And the increase in chopping frequency benefits the
HgCdTe channels by reducing the low frequency (l/f) noise contribu-
tion in these detectors.
3.1.2	 Optical Performance
The scale factor of the optical system was limited on the
one end by the desire to maintain a minimum field lens width of one
m.m. (which implies a long focal length mirror and the maximum
feasible grating dispersion) and on the opposite end by a desire to
keep the mirror focal length to a maximum of 3/4 meter. The result
was to select a special plane grating with about 80 grooves per m.m.
and a blaze angle of - 40 o for a blaze wavelength of 16.4 µm; the
Q.R.A. optical analysig was performed using a 75 grooves per m.m.
grating blazed at 38.7 at 16µm. Other characteristics of the Ebert-
Fastie spectrometer are listed in Table 3.1-8.
Table 3.1-8







Ray traces were made for channels 2, 10 and 13 since
channel 2 is near the center of the useful spectrum and channels
10 and 13 are the extremes. Blur spot diameters at the spectrometer
exit slits were about 0.2 m.m. for 90% of the rays; since this is
about 1/5 of the width of the exit slits the spectral contours
should be very good. The location of the centers of the exit slits
are given in Table 3.1-9; the length of the spectrum for the O.R.A.
design is 143.337 m.m. It should be noted that the dispersion changes
across the spectrum, for example channels 7 and 8 which are separated
by 0.7 cm- 1 in wavenumber are physically separated by 1.069 m.m.
between centers at the exit slit position; thus 0.5 cm -1
 would
correspond to 0.764 m.m. width. Channels 22 and 23, which are 2,0
cm 1 apart in 4th order or 0.5 cm7 1 equivalent in 1st order, are
physically separated by 1.075 m.m. h,etween centers.
Optical modeling data for the Ebert spectrometer is given
in Tables 3.1-10A and B. The collimating - focus_ng mirror is a
hyperboloid with high order corrections to reduce the optical
aberrations; no effort was expended to reduce the mirror complexity
since the objectives were to prove performance feasibility and to
minimize the detector area.
Figures 3.1-2A and B show the layout of the over-under
spectrometer configuration in two orthogonal planes (Fig. 3.1-2B is
for just one channel). Figures 3.1-3 and 3.1-4 show the optical
aberrations at the exit slit for 16Um (625 cm- 1 ); the three sets of
data from top to bottom represent the top, middle and bottom of the
entrance slit along its length (i.e. the object was a point source
at the entrance slit). It can be seen from Fig. 3.1-4 that most of
the rays are contained in a circle with a dia,:ieter of 0.2 za.m. which















::• Location of Exit Slits, AX, for D.R.A. Design
; Channel AX (MM)Cm I^ MicronsX( ) Grating Order
Wavelength M
I
' 1 607.00 16.47446 1 -34.88324
2 623.23 16.04544 1 - 3.28641
3 627.75 15.92991 1 5.04819
4 635.80 15.72822 1 19.43795
5 646.65 15.46431 1 37.99 31
6 652.75 15.31.980 1 48.00723
7 666.20 15.01051 1 69.14398
` 8 666.90 14.99475 1 70.21261
9 668.10 14.96782 1 72.03730	 :I
10 669.10 14.94544 1 73.55092
11 1203.00 8.31255 2 --46.20847
13 1231.80 8.11820 2 -1 _219577
'a 13 1772.00 5.64334 3 --69.78623
14 1844.50. 5.42152 3 --42.83739
"`: 15 1889.50 5.29240 3 8.75462
16 1809,.50 5.52639 3 -42.83739
i 17 1839.40 5.43655 3 -22.69211	 a
18 1850.90 5.40278 3
-15.23087
19 1930.10 5.18107 3 32.39529
20 2383.75 4.19507 4 -58.10683
21 2386.10 4,19093 4 -56.83553
x
22 2388.20 4.18725 4 --55.70338	 f
23 2390.20 4.,18375 4
-54.62825
24 2392.35 4.17999 4 -53.47609
•``` 1125 2394.50 4.17624 4 -52.32764
26 2424.00 4.12541 4 -36.92417
27 2505.00 3.99201 4 2.30324
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ignoring the optical aberrations of the fore-optics, the
image of the entrance slit is aberrated by the Ebert mirror and
the grating. Over--corrected field.curvature is introduced by 	 ..A
double reflection from the mirror. This causes the best image of	 1
the entrance slit to be-focused on a curved focal surface whose
radius is equal to the radius of mirror divided by four (Ri/4).
If a flat focal plane is used to match this image slit, the plane
of best best blur focus would be tilted 12.24 0 to the optic axis
and tangent to the focal, sphere at the middle of the slit image.
Another effect observed was the twisting of the exit slit 5.370
about the chief ray at the center of the exit slit. At present,
the author has no plausible explanation for the twisting of the
exit slit. one possible explanation is that on reviewing the
literature on spectrometers, several articles point out that
straight line entrance slits are imaged as parabolic images due to 	 j
oblique inc'1i^nce from grating normals.
Field lenses were designed to accept the energy passing
through each of the exit slits and focus it onto individual detec-
tors for each channel. originally cadmium telluride was used for
the long wavelength channels (1 to 10) but lenses made of this
material gave poor performance at the low f--numbers. Consequently
germanium was used in all channels because of its superior perfor-
mance. The absorption of germanium at the long wavelengths is
quite small when cooled to 84 kelvins in the thickness required
(-2 m.m.). The grating is designed to be the limiting .=perture
or stop in the optical system, with the field lenses forming an
image of the grating on the detector. Figure 3.1-5 shows the
shape of the f/0.7, 3.5 m.m, focal length field lenses for channels
2r 10 and 13 and how the rays are focused onto the detectors.
Tables 3.1-11, 3.1-12 and 3.1-13 give the optical modeling data for
the f/0.7, 3.5 m.m. field lenses using germanium material.
Figures 3.1-6, 3.1-7 and 3.1--8 show the images of the
grating at the detector for channels 2, 10 and 13; all images (for
one channel) overlay each other but are shown displaced for clarity
of presentation. The different images correspond to different
points in the field of view which is the same as different points
at the spectrometer entrance slit (the telescope lens which images
the entrance slit on the earth was not designed in detail for the
study effort); the different points at the entrance slit are iden-
tified by the illustration in Figure 3.1-9. Radial energy distri-
butions for percent of energy versus spot diameter are given in
Figures 3.1-10, 3.1--11 and 3.1-12 for channels 2, 10 and 13 re-
spectively. These figures show that most of the energy can be
collected by a 0.85 m.m. x 0.85 m.m. size detector using field
1. J. F. James and R. S. Sternberg, The Design of Optical
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FIG. 3.1-8 GRATING IMAGES A1 •
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lenses with 3.-S m. m4 fecal length.
Figures 3.1-13 through 3.1-16 show the spectrometer
configuration with field lenses for channels 2, 10 and 13. A flat,
rectangular folding mirror (not shown) would be inserted about 3
inches ahead of the spectrometer exit focal plane to direct the
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The radiant cooler is designed to maintain the field
lens/detector/spectral filter array at an operating temperature
of $4K. It is a scaled-up version of the cooler in use on the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer {AVHRR, Mods 1 and 2)
.for the Tiros-N spacecraft {Contracts NASS -21900, 5-22497 and
5-23400). In particular. all the linear dimensions are 2x those
of the AVHRR design, as shown in Fig. 3.2-1. At the same time,
the thermal conductance of the mechanical supports is 4x that of
the AVHRR/Mod. 1. This is because the thickness of the cooler
stages is -not increased, so that-the mass goes up as the. area of
the cooler, However, the total thermal conductance has increased
}ay more than 4x es a consequence of the even greater increase in
the number of electrical leads into the cooler {e.g., fi3 leads to
- the patch or colder stage compared with 10 on the F^^1HRR/Mod. 1).
The nominal in-orbit characteristics o.';^ the cooler are
surunarixed in Tables 3.2-1 and 3.2 -2. We see tY.,iat the detectors
and their associated optical elements operate a'ft 64K with a ther-^
mal margin of 35,3mW or 4.5K.
The performance of the radiant cooler is highly
insensitive to the orbit normal to sun angle S up to the point
at which -the earth shield is exposed to directssunlight. For
ex^►ple, the sun angle range of the AVHRR instrument is 0° cs 4
	^^^	 68	 The exact value of the upper limit depends on the placement
	
^w	 of the instrument and the configuration of the spacecraft. Within
this range., the max^.mum cooler temperatures will occur at the angle
at whidrh the. spacecraft enters and leaves tre earth's shadow
(27.83 at an altitude of 833 km). For t?^.e .'ESiyn described here,
'	 the housing (spectrometer) temperature at this angle increases by
2.5K, the first stage by 0.36K, and the second stage by O.IIK.
3.2.1	 Cover Temperatures
Hoth the vertical and horizontal earth shields are in-
sulated from external inputs by shield savers. Ali the optically
polished shields are thermally and mechanically connected. However,
the-two vertical covers are not connected to the horizontal cover.
The cover temperatures are determined by the thermal balance
equation given in Fig. 3. ?d-2. The nominal Tiros orbit corresponds
to a sun angle ^ of 37.5 {3:30 PM/8:34 AM) and an a^titude of
833 km {nadir tosearth-tangent Sine angle Be of 62.17 ). The
resultant. cover temperatures are:
-	 T^ (horizontal) = 238.. 6K
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Coveys input	 1.947 44.5-.
'' Optical port input	 0.341 7.8
E: a^
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^ ta}	 Cooled housing (spectrometer) at -^25°C; ^'
spacecraft in ^orr^al orbit (833 ktn 	 .._
altitude, 37.5	 orbit normal to sun angle }. a
.^
'	
z {b}	 Rate of change of input power with ^
^
^"°y
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Nominal Characteristics of the Patch (2nd 5tage)(a)
	
j : Temperature tb) 	64.OK
	-^ - power radiated 	 158.3 mw
	
Radiating. area	 84.6. in2
OConductive input c 50.7 mW ,.	 32.0
Insulation input' 27.2 I7 . 2	 ^ -.^
,,	
,
Jou3 :e heat input, ' 16.1 10.2 ^	 ^	 N
optical port input 4.5 2.8
„^
Shield input 24..5 x.5.5 ,'i4^	 ,
Control power ld} 35.3 22.3
t
d$/dT 7.35mW/K @	 BaK
^K
45
(a) Cooler housing (spectrometer? ait --25°C; 	 ^y
spacecraft in $ominal orbit {833 km
altitude, 37.5 orbit normal to sun angle).
;:(b) Control point; without control power,
temperature- decreases to 79.5K (in o =bit).i
(c) including effect of support shields.	 ;',



















emissivity = 4.72 {.silvered Teflon}
solar absorptivity = Q.08
view factor from cover to earth; sin g
 ^e
for a horizontal cover and 1 { 8 e - sin Se cas
n
$ e } . for a vertical cover, where S e is the mean
angle from nadir to the earth -tangent line,
orbital average of the solar incidence angle,
taken to be zero when -the cover is shaded from
direct sunlight; 3. sin ^s (1 - sin Que) for a
n
horizontal surface and ^. sin 8s ( l + cos Due}
2^
for a vertical surface..
arccos (cos ^e/sin ^ s ); zero when sin ^ s < cos fie.
i.e., when the spacecraft is a:n direct sunlight
thr?^ughout its orbit.
infrared exitance of earth = 2.1 x 10- 2
 Wcm'2
reflected solar exitance of earth =
1.fi8 x 1Q- Z - sin ^s Wcm z
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- 2	 Cooler Earth Shie^.d Cover Thermal
Balance Equation

















M^sx	 :r»,^:°d	 ?1'^	 y	 n-^^ }	 ^ -y t„ s-_.	 ? ;L,-	 a y:	 ^ ^ :^	 F	 "^`tip	 awfin-_ ^^
	
k -	 t 3	 ,I: ^ w `^ '''	 t	 ^..;	 ^'^
3.2.2	 Radiator Theirmal Ana].vsis
The ^cadiator and earth shield have a temperature T that
is the solution to the therrmal balance. equation given in F_i^. 3.2-3.
The thermal conductance K between the cooler-housing and the ^^.rst
stage of cooling. ednsistsrof 6,90 x 10'"3 W'K;' 1 from the synthane
.support tubes and 2. {}^ x 10" a WK' 1 from tr,e e^.ectri:cal leads
listed in Table 3.2-3. All the leads are ^.Q x10"' 3
 inch diameteac
copper except those for the outgas heaters,; which are 5.0 x 10'3
inch diameter copper. All the leads_ have o-.free length of 4.5.0
inches between the housing and radiator.
Table 3.2-3




InSb pre-amp fronts	 Sx16^B0
InSb camson	 1
Temperature sEnsoss	 ! x 2 ^ 4
Outgas heaters	 2 x 2 •- 4
Patch control heater 	 2
115
In order to operate the second stage (patch) at a
contx:o].1ed temperature of 84K, we must have a first stage Cradiator)
temperature that approaches ^.50K. At the same time, however, we
must avoid going below i50K in order to ensure that the 3.ow-emis-
sivity earth shield surfaces will not be contaminated by condensa-
tion of water vapor £rom the spacecraft atmGSphere. In order to
reach the desired temperature range, we have replaced the multilayer
insulation blanket (between the housing artd the radiator) used on
the AVHRR radiant coolere with a close-spaced geometry of gold-
plated metal?.ic shields, as described by Annable {Appl. Opt. 15,
1860, 1976).
The solution to the equation described in Figure 3 is
Tr = 153.7K
under the conditions of the nominal ^w_bit.
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s;
Fiq. 3.2-3 ^ Cooler First Stage Thermal Balance Equation




^^ "where: ^^ _ radiant power from a that is absorbed in b
e ^ earth . ( infrared and reflected sunlight)




^ input from instrument through a	 -
^::
~'^
^:_:: i. _ multilayer insulation; k =supports and wires;
..




F	 (E	 W	 + a	 W) A
e	 r	 r- xe	 r	 r
^^, der = ^Sc	 {TC^ -Tr" } + Kc {Tc -- Tr} for each cover
c
'^ F^ = view factor from a to b; Aa = area of a
^^i




= earth infrared exitance = 2.1 x 10' 2 Wcm-2
Wr - earth reflected sunlight e.xitanee
^: ^ 1.68 x 10' x sin S s Wcm' x ; Ss = orbit normal to
^^ ^ sun .angle = 37. So {nominal)
^' -
Ac (horizontal) = 41fi .in 2 ; Ac {2 vertical) = 30.0 in2
r^
Ar = 22 .0.8 in2;




'_^: er ar = Q.97 (honeycomb cavity array covered with
black paint}
S a 2	 -»1; E	 a emissiva^ty of gold plating on
c ^	 c
c
facing surfaces of shield and cover = 0.03.5.
^^ K = thermal conductance of supports between shield
,. cE and cover
10.61 x 10 - ^WK`' 1 	 (horizontal) ,









{^	 ^k,,^T_z°,^i^^^y^i-t^^,'^ :^-^' `{i^: t^^^	 •-"5y '	 ^	 ^	 ^,.;i t
	 .i .	 •i^^	 `^^	 2	 1	 h : , : t	 ^.	 _	 ^,^r	 {	 -^^,	 k^^ :'^



















TC. cover temperature = 238.6K (horizontal), 190.1K
::^
f(vertical) in nominal orbit. `°
^^_
^i -	 aAi 	 (Th4	 Tr'') ; Al = 44a in 2 ..F
.;a
Si
Si -	 insulation factor of gold-plated shields -,	 r
between housing and xadiatvr = (n + ].) x
^£	 - 1,	 si =emissivity of gold
^^
i
plating on surfaces = 0.045; n =number of ^	 i	 ^'
intermeda.ate shields = 2. ` z
Th housing temperature =- 2^8K (-25°C) I
^k --	 Kr (Th - Tr); Kr =thermal. eDnductance between
h and r = 8. a5 x 10-3 WK-i




^:.^ ^	 ,^a^ ^:;:`^	 ^ °'^^5	 I.::^
	 ..']	 :,^	 a'3^ '^^:ar^^,' a' ^ aC:"A^ + ^.;^ ^ ^ k +%?; a ^^j,^ ; 	 ^ .^^es-r}r^.^ ^,;.^ '^-r,,
,y y^^ y^ .^ ."^^ ^'•^,^ f
	 y ^ `^ "•^ ^ '	 :'s7
j	 ^	 ^	 ^.	 !	 1
..
^$ _ ,
3.Z.3	 Patch Thermal Ana],Ysis
....
^< The thermal balance equation for the patch is the solution
to the equation described in Figure 3,2-4. 	 The joule heat consists
^^' of l.0 mW for each HgCdTe detector in Channels 2 through 12, 4.0
,,. mW for the detector in Channel 1, and 1.1 mW for the temperature
^ ^ --	 sensor.	 The ogtical port loading is for a nominal h: •_epiate temp-
erature of -25^C.	 The thermal conductance K	 between the radiator
^^.^ a^n^1 patch .consists of 4.. 750 x 1D-^' WK- ^ from P the mecY^anical sup-
^-^ ports plus 1.47Q x ^4-`` WK" 1 from the electrical lea,^s (63,0.0030
^^ inch diameter nickel wires wound around the supports for 6.00
^'' inches of free length) .
The_-dual heat mode multipl^.er, M, was calculated by the
r'
_
technique described in the Technical Description of AVHRR/Mod 1
(Rev. 8, Nov. 15, 1.974., memorandum at the end of Section 6.0).
•- A shield emissivity, E , of 0.035 was used in the calculation and
the analysis was carried out for the shield at the radiator temp-
erature (i.e., the thermal gradient was evaluated at x a ^).	 In
^:, addition, a support length of 2.00 inches was assumed..
^``° At the nominal radiator temperature of 153.7, the patch has
a temperature of
.E ^	 Tp - 79.5K.
^^- Operation at a control point of 84 . 0 then provides a nominal
^,: thermal margin o^ 4.5 or 35.3 mW.
^;' The equation in Figure 4 does not include the in put pre-
^^ sent during chamber testing as a result cf reflection of-the
°' radiator power from the cold space target.	 Based on thermal tests
and their analyses (Section 6.'7 of the AVHRR Mod ]. Technical De-
s::'.<,
scription), we estimate this input to be given by
_.
3.O x 10- ^	 Tr	" W
^.: ^ ^,
^` for the 89.6 in s black radiating area.	 Under nominal. conditions,
this input is 23.1 x 10 - 3 W and increases the uncontrolled patch
E- ^ temperature to 82.5K, an increase of 3. aK.
-^,^
-55-
'i	 - j	 yL	 ^S
.. .,.--.._ - __	 _	
,STMT ,,
1
EpApTp"	 _	 ^ s + ^ ^ k + ^ i '^' ^ ^ • + ^o
• where
	 p = patch
s	 ^ ^	 ~ -earth shield (-upper side)
k _ thermal conductance including the	 n£uence of
''' radiative inputs•fxom the support shields
i _ gold to-gold radiative insulation
^ _- joule-heat of detectors and temperature sensor
--
-	 o	 ^ ^ _ optical poxt	
..
$$ ^ Q^p Es pFpsTr"
^k = M Kp (^'r - Tp);	 M =dual mode multiplier
4	 -	 N	 ^
Si	 •si
n M number of intermediate shields = 1.
^^.
_ 16.1 x 10 3W
^o = 2.57 x 10' x+ 2.71 x 10' ix 	 (Tr + 9K}''	 W
{Section V)_
Ep - 0.97 {black paint on honeycomb cavity array)
• ^$ = 0.035 {vacuum deposited aluminum}
Ei = 0.035 (gold plate)
Ap = 89.6 in2	 Ai = 164 ins'
F
^
-- 0.3948 {computer calcul.3tion, including seconc'ips : reflect3.ons)
Kp = 6.220 x 10-'' WK^ 1 ; M = 1,.17











_	 3.'2.4 O^txcal Poxt ^ Loading
The geome -try of the optical port into the radiant cooler
is-shown in Fig. 3 . z-5. The field - lens array (spectrum} at the
edge of the patch views the grating through windows on . the rad^.a-
tor:and cooler housing, To provide contamination protection for
the rad'iatar window, it is heated a nominal 9K above the radiator.
temperature. and .protected by a .cold- trap. at the radiator tempera-
tune (See AVHRR Technical Description, Rey. B.,-Nov. 25,.1974, DIR
No. 15 at the end of Section fi.0}. To minimize the radiative load
on the Batch, the spaces between the field lens are _covered with a:-
1ow-emissivity (.gold-plated). surface.. In addition, the £acing
areas of-the radiator window that-are not utilized by the optical-
beams from the grating to tMe field len°ses are similarly covered
with a low-emissivity surface (e.q., by gold-plated spacers in a
segmented window or by a vacuum deposited aluminum film on the-
window material itself).
The optical loading on the radiator is given by
for a sl oTh 4 A^ ^LFlZ I (^. - p3} + {1 ^ F12 i ) ^^
where el
 ^ ^ emissivity of window-spectrometer combination
0.9
T ^	 temperature of cooler housing (spectrometer)h	 248K
_	 A^ ^,	 area of housing window 18.87 cm^
F12 ^=	 view factor from housing window to radiator
window +^ 0.1
p ^	 fraction of housing temperature radiation passed2	 by radiator window ^ 0.63 (2nSe with effective
cutoff wavelength of 20^cm)
We then have
for ^	 0.341W.
The optical port loading on the patch consists of inputs
from the spectrometer and the radiator. We will restrict the radia-
tor input to that from the inner window itself; radiation at the
radiator temperature (i.e., the cold trap} is efficiently absorbed
in the window. The input from the instrument to the patch is given
by
N
^	 X13 ^ E l QT h pZ T2 F31 Y3 A3,
-57-
Q Kous^ r^ca w ti N ^vw (Cd`Cc^
^R/kDt ATOM W 1tit1]4W ^,^^Se)
.^	 ^	 ^3 AA^CC^ OPEN ^ N^G
^^^^ ^ ^ Fl ^. ^.^.-5 a^^nE^sto^s Ago op ^r^^^v G
M A^'^,i^ tALS 1^ 0^-CtGAL PC}R`T
_^$_
S^.V^`^MI^__.._	 ^► +^^+is7Rllwirpw►^w	 ..	 ^....rw..^..«..:^^^„«•^.:.s.-..•......
I^ f9
' . :.,^ . 3F Y ^`^.ti 1GS "'.-	 ^'^ 7p,',',J	
-^.^iu^	 ^}`	 ^` fi' ^	 ^ '^; ^, \,a	 y^^^$ .	 ,_^ ^.' ^ 4^	 ^ ^ ; ^^ j^ H^ !e ^N	 - ^ ;`i -y3^^k +^ ^ ^' '^+
^^	 ^	 ^	 'I 1.. b ^
	
;' 7 RY'4	 A^'•2 °^
	 ^ ^ iv '^^^ 1'^9F' ^ nI'"i^^^t^ A^rf,. ^ ,t	 i	 - .. ^	 +sF	 .




where t^ - _ transmiata^ce of the radiator window for greybody
^^^	 ..	 radxetion at Th ^ 0.9
	
_	 ^ view €actor from field Lens array to hosing
F31	 window ©. 2035 (:computer caicul :ation}
	
y	 effective absorptivity of the patch opening
	
3	 (fie^:d lens array} ^ 0.65 x 0-.186 = 0..121
As _ area of patch. opening = 9..534 cm2
-	 y.^..
•	 The width of the patch opening corresponds to 'the entire
'	 spectxum'or 15$.9 mm. At the same time, this width contains 28
exist slits whose cosiibined openings add up to 29.5 mom, so that
29.5/I.58,9 = 0.186 of the patch opening contains germanium. And
germanium has broadband effective absorptivity (absorptivity plus
transmssivity} of 0.65. As a :cesuit, the effective absorptivity_
Y of the patch. opening is 0.55 x 0.186. (The radiative inter-
e2^ange between the low-emissivity areas on the patch ope^ng and
radiator window are included in the radiative insulat^,on input ^
in the patch thermal balance equation). This gives an input fro^t
the housing window of
^].3=2.57x1Or3W.
;^.	 The input to the patch from the inner window attached to
'^^	 the radiator is given by
4X23 - QTw EZ F32 Y3 A3
The window temperature, T , is a nominal 9K above the radiator.
For an inner window o£ Zn^e and for greybody radiation at the
window temperature, the window emssivity,s 2 , is approximately
Q.45 (Y. S, Touloukzan and D.P. DeWitt, Thermal Properties of
Matter, 1F1/Plenum, 3.972) and the effective patch absorptivity is
sti3.l 0.3.7.4. The thermal load on the patch from the radiator
window is then
X23 ^ 2.71 x lA_ ix (T= + 9K}'' 3r+T .
far a view factor F 3.2 of 0.92.	 •
i ^' .Yh
^ ^ ^ roe{ a#^!r ^ ^a ^,i:i ^ ^^ -,^} 3f'	 r^ ^`^^i	 z ^"	 n ^(J{	 ^	 ^ "^	 ^ ^
1®Itl	 —	 ..r.--wwrs	 J.Aq





3.3	 Detector Select^.on and S =^t^m Sensatavity
	 '.
3.3'.1 AMT$ Ftequi:rements	 w
3.3.1..1 System Parameters
;^
System performance is affected by several parameters which
	 ,^
are fixed by se:eantfic requirements or by satellite operational
characteristics. These include spectral width, dwell time on an
elemental field of view, size of the field of view, swath width to
be ,covered, etc.
i
-The instantaneous field or ` .view (IFOV} was specified by
J.P1a. as being 45 km. along the s^aceeraft ground. track and < 9 ksn.
perpendicular to the ground track at the subsatellate point. The. 	 Y
nominal TIROS spacecraft. altitude is 633 km. so that the instrument
IFOV along the ground wrack must be 4.05! radian (=3.496°). This
is determined by the leng#-h {height) of the spectrometer entrance
slit {which is imaged on the ground) and the focal length of the
telescope lens.
The elemental dwell time i$ related to the satellite velo-
city and the instrument effective field of view, which is 45 k^. X
45 km. Since the time for one orbital rotation of the TIROS space-
craft is 102 minutes, the subsatellite ground velocity, V g , is
Vg = 2 ^ Re 	 = 6.548 km/second
102 x 60 seconds
where Re = earth's radius = 6,378 km.
For contiguous scan lines, the time for one scan line plus
retrace, Cline' is
Cline _ 45 kin	 = 5.872 seconds.X548 sec
The retrace - time for the HIRS instrument is 0.9 second so
we will allow 0.872 seconds for AMTS retrace leaving 6.0 seconds for
active scan time. Since the effective FOV is approximately ^ in
the scan direction there would be 20 scan elements in a + 30 scan.
The effective dwell tame per element, td , is tf►erefare
t = 6.0 seconds = 0.30 second per element.d	 20 elements
The output electrical . 3 d.b. handwldth, ^f° , is





'^^ '	 ?§`'^	 ^'	
,...^ ,^
	










- The spectral bandwidths are given in. Table 1 {section 1,0).
^^
Scene radiances are ga^ven in the folZowi.ng section.
t 3.3.1.2. Scene Radzanee
The dynamic range of the AMTS instrument is de}ermined
'`
r	
._,; by the minimum and maximum scene radiances expected to be en-
countered in each channel.	 These are listed i.n Table- 3.3-1.
Also given ^.s the scene radiance fora 2.20 Kelvin source which
^,^ is used to specify the signal-to-noise requirement.
	 The noise
^; equivalent radiance, NER, for a signal-to-noise ratio of unity






`^ The detectors must be selected tr meet the system signal-
^	 ^, tc-noise requirement which was stated by J.P . L. as follows:
1
"`" ^ "All detectors {must} achieve a minimum signal
-to-noise
;^z ratio of 140;1 when the field of view is filled with a 220K
i	 ^-^ blackbody for a dwell time consistent with a 4.5 x 4S km. effec-





E	 ti ,	 In order to meet the desired perft^rmance, detectors with
<	 ^ "'^,
;,^
the best sensitivity must be used in all channels and they must
be cooled to cryogenic temperatures.
	 In the short wava_number
'^ channels {1-12) mercury-cadmium-telluride (iicaCdTe} detectors are
":'":^^ the only feasible choice.
	 In order tv achieve high sensitivity
::^,,,^^
	 ^ in the wavenumber bands of interest they must be cooled to the
^	 ^=^; region of 80-34 Kelvin,
	 In the long waverumber bands {13-2$)
^';``. both lead selenide and indium antimonide detectors axe sensitive
`^;<^^ a.n the wavenumber bands of interest, however indium antimoniae has
":^'-
p-^ ".^'.^ 	 ..,
shown superior performance- in the reduced backgrounel mode o^ oper-
'"'°r	 f. ation.	 The TnSb detector characteristics will be discussed^in
r	 ^
t::^
Section 3.3. 2,1 and the HgCdTe characteristics in Section 3.3.2,2.
A preliminary choice (during the study) for the chopping frequency
^^''^t^' was selected at 250 Hz in order to favor the InSb channels, how-
^,.^ ever, more detailed. analysis showed the S/N problem to be more.
^^:^
severe in the HgCdTe channels so a higher frequency (500 to 1000























































min ^220K	 •! N.E.R..	
,
1.349E-5' 4.755E-6 5.125E-6 0.513
1.164E-5 4.433E-6 4..979E-6 0.498
7.690E-6 4.3.05E-6 4.937E 5 0.494
5.844E-6 4.147E- 6 4.862E-6 0.486
5.537E-6 3.881E-6 4.760E-6 0.476
5.575E-6 3.58QE-6 4.702E-6 0.470	 -
5.851E-6 3.626E-6 4.572E- 6 0.457
5.844E-6 3.619E-6 4.565E- 6 0,4.56
8.257E-6 4.554E-6 4.554E-6 0.455
6.806E-6 3.929E-6 4.544E-6 0.454
9.323E-6 6.866E-7 7.943E-7 0,079
8.788E-6 6,084E-7 7.063E-7 0.073:
2.468E-7 4.956E-B 6.142E-8 0.00£1
i.$34E-7 3.44$E-8 4.312E-8 0.0043
1.521E-7 2.747E-8 3.453E-8 0.0034
2.118E-7 4.111E-8 5.118E-8 0.0051
4,102E-7 3.538E-8 4.421E-8 0.0044
5.591E-7 3.339E-8 4..178E-8 0.0042
i.4SBE-6 2.234E-8 2.822E-8 4.0028
8.372E-9 1.767E-9 2.736E-9 0.00027
2.555E-8 1.745E-9 2.702E-9 0.00027
5.805E-8 1.859E-9 2.673E-9 0.00027
1.248E-7 1.839E-9 2.64.5E-^9 0.00026
2:12AE-- 7 2.106x.-9 2.615E-9 0.00026
2.10$E-7 2.0$2E-9 2.585E- 9 0.00026
3.135E-7 1.418E-9 2.211E-9 0.00022
2.403E-7 9,017E-10 1.437E- 9 0.00014















^..	 ^	 r	 -
'	 TABLE 3.3-1
.A, ^	 "
































































}9`^ l^') 	 	 ry	 ^;^^ ^•. =!^j ^4 t^^"'f^
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	'` ^ +^,^-F`	 ^	 ^^	 ^	 ^,sy^^ ^`^	 •1^g4	 y.M1 d^ ^^	 J }}	 ^
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^ 3.3,2:1 Indium Antimonide Channe^:s (13-28)
w
To begin with, we will consider the signal and noise
^^`^^` curren!ks :n Channels ZO through 28, which cover a wavenumber
^`^^ band over which the quantum efficiency o£ ^nSb is essentia^.l.y
constant,	 The noise equivalent current generated in the TnSbx
^	 detector cannot exceed the value given by ''a
yy








where	 ^ =deAtector quantum efficiency = 0..85 (Channels. I
h^! 1
(``; a =charge on an electron	 1.602 x 10-1 9C
,
^t r .
'`	 °' (A S2} _optical thzoughput = 2.14 x 10- a cm ^ - stet
^^,, (Section 3..1.1.1)
^^	 x =optical transmittance =- 0.2.0
^;^^	 -
^`J	 Qv =spectral bandwidth 2.0 cni 1
^^^^	 (channels 20-25) , 2.5 c^` i (channe^.s 26-28)
^^-^^:.:;-
Lv (220K)= spectral. photon radiance from a 220K blackbody










	 The spectral. photon r^xziance is given by the Planck
funct^,on,




c =velocity o£ light 2.9979 x 1.0 1 °cm sec-1
ch/k =second radiation constant = 1.4388 cm K .
Both the spectral photon radiance and the maximum noise equivalent
current are listed in Table 3.3-2 for Chann +pls 24 through 28. Tn
zddition, we have listed the noise equivaleszt radiance (NER) in
mW1tE 2 stet .-1 /cm-1 , in order to permit easy campar^son with the
HIRS specification.
The background current from a blackbody at the
temperature T of the spectrometer is given by an equation
simiiiar to s that of the. noise equivalerrL ::urrent, namely










bane. 	•. -• Channel.
^'^	 2fl



















Maximum Noise Equivalent Current
(Channels 25 - 28)
•	 v Lv(220K) NER inimax) •
2.383.75 5.780x1010 2.737x1D-'` 3.032x10-L"
2386.10 5.703 2.703 2.992
2388.20 5.635 2.673 2.955
2390.20 5.571 2.645 .2.922
2392.35 5.503 2.fi 15 2.886
2394.50 5.436 2.58& .2.851
2424.00 4.593 2.212 3.012
z^D^.O D 2.888 1.43.7 1.8.93
2616.50 1.520 7.899x10— 9.9E=x10`15
v in om-1
Lv (220K} in photons sec 1 crn-z ster 1 / c1n''















where c =optical elements within the cryogenic cooler
' T^ = fl.47 (first sf.age window of O. g ; field lens of 0.95,
.and spectral filter of 0.55)
Svc	 25 cm- 1 (channel 20- 2a)^
15 cm` t (channel 2fi-2$)
i
':^a^t,
^ '^^iiric";3 ,.^-.-.^ ?, r.^'	 ^.r^.T^..t ,^?^i `}-	 ^'. ',^fi^i
	 ?`^ eF',^^ e^`^.'.
	
5"^'^'i}^"fi^^/ ^ ^^^ Fa^i''
-^ ^^ "^^.. ';s^' x
^s ^ ^	 i
'-The spectral bandwidths pv are thcae of the cooled..-
. .spectra-1 filters; they are.:	 abased on tie tolerances. of
the HIRS filters, as shown in TaY^le 3.3-3. A single Filter
is used to cover all siX of .the closely spaced 4.^ um
channels ; 20 ^- 28'} and i.nc?a.vidual filteacs to cover each of




practical (reali.zable) over . li.mit for a housin^ cooled by a
ho?-i. yontal silver teflo^ r.a^iator (Sect^.on 3. 5) . If lower-




of Dv by ix^c=easing the number .o€ filters used, to where we
have individual filters for each channel and a minimum band-
-	 width of 15 ^cm-1.
The background current results. in an rms noise current
- ,it^en by	 ^	 _	 .
in (bg) _ ^Ze ibg 0f) ^
where	 ^;f =effective noise bandwidth = 1.67Hz.
This value. of bandwidth is for the specified scan overage o^
+ 30o
 from nadir. An increase to the HXRS/2 value of + 49.5
would inc^-eaae it to approximately 2.76 Hz,




	 table 3.3-4 for Channel 20 through 28, together with the max-
^^	 imam alla^rable current from all other sources. In Channel 28,
the background noise curxen^E exceeds the maxi.mum^allowable




Channel 27 the noise current left for other noise sources is
unrealistically I^w. As a resu?t, we must expect some change
_	 ^.n the requirements for these two channel, either i.n the
spectral bandwidths or in t^^e mina.mum signal/noise ratios.*
For example, i.f the other noise has the maximum a3.lowable`
value for channel. 2S, the signal/noise would be reduced to
about 80 in channel 27 and SO in channel 28 (compared with the
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^^ Channels 20 - 28 ^	 _
^.:
^^' Band to cover 20-- 28 i2.8 cm^ 1
^_' Tolerance on center v,: 8.8
^^
^`^




.- Nominal value used 25 cm"I
^
Channels 26 - 28
;^
^`
Band t^ cover one channel 2.5 cm"1
1 _
Tolerance on center v 4.4
_^3
y:.-y
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•^^^"	 : ^ (Channels 20 - Z8)
-	 J Ghan=tel ^ in (bg)	 - . in ({3) max.
• ^	 _
.




-	 '2.465	 ^	 .. 1.696.
22 2.454	 - 1.648
_	 . ^^ 2, 442 1.605	 -
24 2.429 _	 I.559
._	 ^
25 2.41.5 1.515
-. x6 2.244 2.009
27 1. $3S 0.465
-	 .	
Z8	 ^ 1.386:
i^ (bg} - xms background no^,se .,current
i 0) ^ maximum allowable rms noise current
n











`^ If we consider the performance in Channel 25 to be the
limit^:nq factor (^.e., assume the require^ients in Channels
27 -and 28 have been reduced), then according to Section
3.x.1.2 we - can set the chopping frequency at a maximum o^
about 670 Hz,	 Also we can improve the performance in ^.
_ Channels 20 through 25 by replacing the single 25 cm -1
 cold
i'ilter used for all six channels by a set of six inda.vidual
l5^cm" 1 filters for each channel.	 This reduces i {bg) ^.n
Channel 25 to 1.871 x 10^' l " A and i
	
(0) max. to x.151 x 10-14
A.	 Again using-the .noise currents ^iven in Section 3.4.1.2
we could then increase the chopping frequency to a maximum of '
100{^HZ.	 Or, as an alternate, we could increase the sca^Y
coverage from + 30° to + 49.So
 and keep the chopping frequency
at 670. Hz or less. 	 ^"
The quantum efficiency of InSb decreases at wavelengths
beyond S.O^m; moreover., at these wavelengths it also decreases
w3.th a decrease in detector temperature.
	 As a worst case,
we have estimated. the quantum effic-iency in Channels 13 to 19
from the 77K spectral response given by Santa Barbara Research
Center {SBRC Brochure 1975, p. 2). 	 The results are listed in
Table 3.3-5 £or an assumed quantum efficiency of 0.85 at 4.3^rn,
The only other change from the. previous shortwave calcu-
lotions is the reduction in the signal spectral bandwidth to
1.5 Cltl 1 .	 The cooled (packground) spectral filters are as-
sumed to have a bandwidth of 25 ctn ^; a single filter can be
used to cover Channels 17, I4, and 18.	 The resultant spectral
photon radiances for b^.ackbodies at 220K and 24$K are also
_ listed in Table 3.3-5.
	
2n Table 3.3-6, we show the max^.rnum
allowable noise equivalent current {corresAOnding to a signal/ -
noise of 100 for the 724K source), the bac;ccround noise current,
and the maximum allowable noise current from all other sources.
These other sources are the Johnson noise of the detector and ,_
the noises of the preamplifier, 	 (Section 3.4.1.2).	 We see
that the allowable levels are much higher than those in Channels
20 to 26; the increase in source radiance with wavelength has
more than offset the decrease in quantum efficiency. 	 In fact,
if the other sources contribute a level of l x 10- 14A, we
could meet the sensitivity requirement with a quantum efficiency _c
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Table 3. . 3--5	 ..
.	 Detector QuantLm Efficiency .
and
Source Photon Radiance
. (Channels 13-- 3.4}
Channel ^ ^. L,	 { 220K) L	 (248K). ^ ^	 .
13 1772,00 0.13 1.745 x ld l2 6.458 x lO1Z
16 1809.50 0.3.5 1.424 5.417
..	 _ 17 1839.40. 1.210- 4.706? 0.34.
14 18.44.50 1.3.77 4.595
- 1$ 1850.90 1.137 4.458
15 1889.50 0.57 9.202x],011 3.714.
19 1930.10 0.70 7.363 3.062
vin cm 1 ^	 -
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Tamale 3.3-6	 ^ _	 :^` .
Noise Currents "^-
{Channels ].3-19)
Channel in .{max} i^ {hg} in (0} max
-	
-
13 1.fl5 x 10^ 1. ^A 4.25 x lOr ^'^A	 _ 9.60 x 1.0-^ "A








l4 1.85 S. SG 17.6-^




15 -2.43 6.75' 23.3
a'
_





F G^ = 1.6.782
d ^^
-71^
^^^^ ::'	 ^	 ..	 ^' 1y	 "^.. a kv k ...	 `3 ^^	
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Figure 3.3-1 shows the variation in theoretical detec-
tivity, .D*^ with temperature at both 15^t;n ('657 clad ;) and 15.5.^m
(ti06 cm" ) . ^ These curves assame that the chopping frequency. is
high enough that no 1/f noise is presena and.that the responsivity
is-high enough (and that bias current. is adequate} so that prEam-
plifier noise is. negligible. At these wavelengths the HgCdTe
detectors are thermal G-R noise limited so that. cooling .or spec- 	 .
trafly restricting - the background irradiance on - the detector does
:.not improve the D*l.
F^3.gure 3 . 32 shows the theoretical variation of responsivity
with temperature for the same two wavelengths. This data, as well
as the D* :data, was obtained from Honeywell Radiation Center,
Lexington^;^Mass. The variation of responsivty with temperature
is much greater thin the variation o€ D*^; by goirzq frdm 9OK to
84K the responsivity permits use of a sm^ller bias current to
operate the detector which permits a lower bias heat input to the
radiant cooler. It should also be noted that the high respo^zsxvity
is obtained by d,ividinq th^^ sensitive area into three strips which
are electrically connected in series. Also, it was later found
.possible to reduce the size of the detector from 1.0 m.m. x 1.0 m.
m. to about 0.84 m.m. x 0.84 m.m., depending on the f-number of
the field lenses; this also tends to increase the responsvity and
reduce the detector bias heat load to the cooler. At $4 kelvins,
an estimated minimum responsivity of 650 volts 'per watt can be
achieved for the 623-669 cm, l channels (2 to 10) using 1 m.w. of
bias power per detector whereas at 5{37 em--1 (channel 1) a bias
power of 4 m.w. has been alloted •^.n the cooler design because of
the greater importance in"achieving tk^.e highest possible signal-
to-noise ratio and because of less experience by detector manu-
facturers at the shorter wavenumbers.
At-667 cm 1 (15um) one detector manufacturer {HRC) will
guarantee delive^y of a 1 m.m. x 1 m.m. detector with a D*^ of
1.0 x 1010 cm hz watt -'1 at an operating temperature of 	 90
kelvins, chapping frequency of 250 hz and bias power of 4.0 m.w.;
at 1,000 hz they will guarantee a D* of 1.2 x 10 10 cm hz^ watt -;.
Cooling to 84K instead o£ 90K gives ^ theoretical improvement
of 1.25. Since 1,400 Hz is a rather high chopping frequency for
the InSb detectors, {due to a capacitance noise effect in the
^^-	 preamplifier) we expect a better choice would be^near 500 Hz.
For our signal-to-noise calculations we therefore estimate the
D* at 657 Cm' 1 to be 1.36 x 10 10 cm HZ^ watt_ l or better for
^^^op^ration at 84 kelvins and for a chopping frequency near S00 Hz.
At 607 cm 1 we estimate a D* of - 1.19 x 10 1 ° cm Hz watt' 1 to
be achievable based on the theoretical D* data (HRC is very
reluctant to guarantee such performance, ^owever, due to lack
of experience at these wavenumbers and operating temperature)._
The D* values for - the other channels were obtained. by linear--
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Ch__ annel	 Wavenumber	 Dv	 (min^:mum e^^cted)
.	 1	 6^7 cm- 1
	 ..19 x 10 1° cm hz^ watt' 1
	
2	 523 c^-=	 -	 1.24 x Ia l ° cnt hz^ watt-1
^ 3	 528 cm- =	Z.2S x :10 1 0 cm hz^ watt-i
•	 -	 ^ ^ 4	 63fi cm'" 1
	 .28 x 10^ °- cm hz^ watt"=
H^
5	 647 Cm' 1 	 1.31.x 101 0 cm hz^ watt-=3i
_	 ..	 _ _	
-6 • .	 653 cm' 1 	-	 -	 ..	 1.32 x 10 1 ° cm hz^ watt-=•
. 7-10	 5^6-559 ^ 1	 1.3.5 x 10 l0 cm hz^ watt"1
^"
p<= For channels 11 and 12, (near Bum or 1200 cm- 1 ) the
detectivity of HgCdTe is background limited . .	 Thus cooling
the background, restricting the spectral band and/or limiting
the field of view at the detector aII tend to improve the Da:
Experience on AVHR .R and other programs has shown that de-
tectors with ^^ near the SLIP limit can be purchased at a
,, reasonable cos.	 A detector with(295^kelvin° D^	 ;background,
z 2 r FpV, 1K I3z) at 8^m oz 2 x 10 	 cm Hz	 watt	 can be
^. readi^:y obtained. 	 The field of view at the detector can be
obtained from the AMTS throughput va?ue, AS2, which is equal
_	 to 2.14 x l0' 3 cmz str.	 For a square detector edge width of
0.084 cm we find.S^ = 0.32 str.
	 Using S2 a a sine 6 to get the
equivalent c^.rcular FOV ^ields sin 9	 0.31 and D^ (.2:95 K bkgnd,
°18 FOB, lK Hz)	 2 x^1Q
sin 9
' ^ 5.4 x 10 10	 cm Hx^ watt"1.
Since the spectrometer. will be cooled to 24810 to reduce
the background irradiance on the 1nSb detector, we will get
^:	 -	 - some improvement• also in the 8^m HgCdTe detectors.	 This will
be offset at .Least in part by the lower chopping frequency and
• a small bias power (ti 1 m.w. )i we will use a detectivity for
- signal-to-noise calculations of
D^ ($.t1m, 18° FOV Hz, 24SK bkgnd) = 5 x 10 10 cm Hz^ watt-1^
If necessary, the detectivity cou^.d be further enhanced
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3.3. 3 	 stem Sensitivity
3.3.3.1;	 Degradation. Factors	 -
Rar^iometric instruments frequently use choppers
to modulate the incoming signal. This is .:done to avoid
low-frequency noise in the detector and amplifier and to
._ allow the use of•stable, a-c amplification. The signal is
then demodulated and filtered to provide the output (Ref._ 1}.
In a synchronous or coherent demodulator, the target signal
- - is beat with an inphase reference signal of the-sa^ie frequen- 	 -
-	 -cy^. ^n this section, we w^.11 First discuss degradation fac- -
tors which'apply to signal processing: Next we will treat
degradation effects as they zpply to detector and amp^.fier
noise in the HgCcITe channels; noise effects in the InSb
	




For a sinusoidal input signal.,- the output signal-
to-noise ratio from a synchronous demodulator is independent
of the demodulation waveform. For example, A. van der Zie3.
{Ref. 2), shows that square-wave {commutator or switching)
coherent demou^ulation is equivalent to sine-wave (mixing)
coherent demodulation with the fundamental of the square
wave. And in general, the. synchronous demodulation of a
sinusoid by any waveform is equivalent to sinusoidal demod-
ulation using the fundamental of the demodulation waveform,
	
^';.	 For a non-sinusoidal target signal, the optimum demodulator
has the same waveform as the target signal, Thus synchronous
demodulation may be viewed as a problem in cross-correlation.
The advantages of modulation and demodulation, 	 _
however, are _.not obtained without compensation. The process_
introduces a reduction in the signal to noise ratio, which
may be expressed as a degradation factor. Inverse degradation
factors, or the values by which the signal to noise ratio-is
reduced, ' are listed in Table 3 . 3-7 for modulated radiant signals
in the form of sine, triangle, and square waves (Refs. 3, 4
and 5). Reference 3 also contains formulas for trapezoidal
waveforms, of which the triangJ :e and square are limiting
cases.
REFERENCES
1. R. A. Smith, F. E. ,Tones, and R. P. Chasmar, The Detection
•	 and Measurement of Yn^rared Radiation, Oxford at the Clar-
endon Press, 1957, Sections 6.5-&,8, Chapter XII.
2. A. Van der Zie1, Noise, Prentice-Hall, 1954, Chapter 13.
3. Report on the Design Review for the High Reso^ .ution Infrared
Radiation Sounder, ITT Aerospace/Optical Division for
Goddard Space Flight Center, Contract NASS -21651, March
1972; 5ectians 2.3.3 and 2.3.4.
4. R. V. Annabie, The Synchronous Demodulation of a Square Wave,
a.ri^. ITT Aerospace/Optics]. Div. internal memorandum, Oct. 29, 1970.
5. R. Hanel, Chapter 13 in. Advances in Geophysics, ed, by A. J.
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^s
Square-wave demodulation Optimum demodulation
_^ Waveform _Fundamental All harmonics A11_ha=mor^lcs
-,
^,:_^; Sa^ae 1	 ^ 0.3536 -- --
a. A'	 #
^ •^ _ _
F
Triangle 4	 ^ 4-.2$66 1 a 0. ZS00^-r 4 1^^--^	
= 4.2687
s ; ^:= ^^ ^
R
•
Scareq 2	 0.4502 1
-- ^ 4.5044 1 = 0.5000	 .^
^s;^=




When only the fundamental of the signal wavefornl
^.%'' is used, synchronous de:^^odulation may be interpreted as a
process by which the fundamental is converted from peak- te-
peak into rms. The conversion factor is then just the re-
ciprocal degradation factor given in Table 3.3-7. The same
interpretation can be used when a optimum demodulation wave-
form, identical to that of the complete signal waveform from
the chopper, is used to demodulate all the harmonics (in this
case, the conversion factor applies to the complete signal
with all harmonics) . Such a siriple interpretation does not
appear to be possible, in general, when all signal harmonics
are used in a s quare wave demodulation:
The lowest de gradation factor is achieved by a
square wave demodulation of all the harmonics in a square
wave signal. Two practical limitations, however, prevent
us from achieving this ideal,^although it can be closely
approached. First, the elzctrical input bandwidth is finite
and cannot pass a'_1 t.'^e harmonics. P.nd second, s quare wave
modulation cannot bE obtained with a non-zero, finite chopper
and aperture. Thus we are, in practice, dealing with a
trapezoid wave whose shape is determined by the ratio (m} of
chopp.^z to aperture dimensions. As an example, assu:-ne that
m is 10 and that the first 4 harmonics (1st, 3rd. 5th and 7th}
are used in a square wave demodulation. Using the ecuations
given in Ref. 3, we find that the resultant inverse degradation
factor is 0.4806 or 96.1 of the ideal value of 0.5.
In the case of a trapezoidal si gnal, there is an
optimum number o^ har.,,onics that is a function of the ratio m.
For example, when 2.347 > m > 4.015, c__^.iy harmonics 1 through
5 should be used (Ref. 3j . For r^ equals 10, the optimum nu*nber
of harmonics is through the 11th, which yields an inverse de-
gradation factor of 0.4819 or 96.4 of the ideal.
Finally, we should point gut that the above results
are for a unifor:^ scer:e that fills the aperture at which the
chopping takes place. However, the output signal will, in
general, depend on the power distribution within the aperture
as Nell as on the power magnitude. If this adversely influ-
ences the operation of fiche sounder, we can u.^e the haveform
independent technique for synchronous demodulation described
by Geist (Ref. 6). ibis requires that both the infrared 	 '
detector and the signal processing electronics that precede
the synchronous demodulator introduce no frequency dependent 	 i
phase shift or attenuation, i.e., pass all signal harmonics 	 ^
or a sufficiently high number of them without distortion.
Moreover, the inverse degradation factor is reduced to 0.25.
Reference
r;,.:
fir;	 6. J. Geist, I4avefo;m-Independent Lock- In Detection, Rev.
Sci. Instr. 43, 1704 (1972).
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[3ext we will derive a noise degradation factor
for the HgCdTe detector channels. we define this degradation
"	 factor, an, as .follows:
N 2 + N t	
^^ x.
a ^ - P	 d	 ! P	 + 1
n	 .'^ _	 N x	 1 N zd	 d




 =noise voltage from the HgCdTe detector.
_	 Now Nd
 is given by
	 .
	
•	 ,. Ad ^f
Nd =R NEPd- R 	 D*
^`^''^^	 where R = responsivitY •
 of the detector (volts per watt) 	 I
f ^	 Ad =detector area (0.084 cm X 0,084 cm)
r of =output 3 ^i.b. electrical bandwidth 	 ^^'
'^	 D* =detector detectivity.
"^.
^_" There is some variat^ .on of R and p between channels,
	 a
^^	 however, since a is small we will only consider the difference
y	 ^	 between channel ^ and the rest ( 2-12) . Co:^bining t_?:e zbove	 ^
;=^	 equation "gives
_	 ^,
'^ N ^ D* 2 	'
r'^	
an =
	 RZ Ad Of	 + 1	
i
f;
From section 3.4.1.1 we have 	 ^'
.,
'	 ^	 N ^ ^ x 10" } volt
PF=_ -
	 and from section 3.3. ^. 2
-	 ^	 ^	 _	 _
D* (chs. 2-10)	 1.3 x 10 1 ° cm Hz^ watt"
•	 ^Q
^'^^^^	 R (chs. 2-10) ^ 650 volts watt-1^?.
^; ;-'=^
^'" k°`	 Ad = 0.084 c:n x 0.084 cm
^, ^	 ^r^hich gives
r
^^_	 Nd = 5.42 x IO-^ volt and
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hn channel 1 {v 607 cm- 1 ) we have
^^^°	 D* (ch. ].) _ 1.19 :t 10 1 ° cm Hz^ watt-i
R (ch. 1) _ 500 volts watt"1
giving	 cx	 = 1.092.
n.
Combining with the signal degradation factor,
a^, for a square wave demodulation and using the fundamental
component of a square wave {as = 1/0.4502 ^ 2,221}
r	
_.I	
-	 -^ - -	 2.42 in channel ].
-	 as °Ln	 ^ 2.37 in channels 2-12.
^	 -
^.	 .These degradatiGn factors will be used in the fol^owing
-	 sections to calculate-the expected .AMTS signal-•4o-noise
	 -
^	 ratios.
3.:1.3.2	 Signal/:wise in Channels 13-28
in section 3.3.2.1 we determined the signal
currents from. the InSb detector for a S/N ^. wit:3 a 220
kelvins scene filling the instrument field of view. From
Table^3.3-5 and from Section 3.3.2.1 the signal currents a.n
channels 13 to 18 are given by
S = 100 x i (max).
n
.	 -	 1`he noise- current from the detector., ..which is predo;^,inantly
background generated no^.se, was also calculated in section
3.3.2.1. To get the total nvi^se we m-^st eoiabine the back-
ground no^.se current, ^ (bg)g with the noise from the pre•-
a^plif;^er, i (p) , ^rhic^ is given in section 3.4.1.2.3. The
signal/noisenratio is given by
i {max)
S = 100 x	 nN	 C in {bq) z 1 in {p) 2^
	•	 The resultant signa3/noise ratios are given in
Table 3.3-8 for a 500 hx chopping frequency for two
d,^.fferent_swath widths. With a 500 hz chopping frequency
a^ld 25 cm 1 filter in channels 20 to 25, we are limited to
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3.3.3.3 Signal-to-No3ae Ratio in Channels 1 -- 12.
. The radiant, po±aer incident on the detector that • pzoduces
a signal from the detector equal to the noise is termed the Heise
_	 equivalent power or NEP. xt is given by 	 _ -	 ^	 -






	v	 = wavenumber (cm Y ) of channel
. Ad	 detector sensitive area	 -
df = e3ectronic information or Qutput bandwidth
D*v = detector specific detectivity at the
wavenumber of the specified channel
and at the radiant signal chopping frequency
aN = noise degradation factor
(.r;^	 The radiant power, 5, incident on the detector from a 220K
^_:^ blackbody scene of spectral radiance L (220K,v1 (watts/cm z stet ciri ^}
in the specified channel is giv,Qn by
•	 S	 Ao 52Qas a j L ^220K,v} ^r (v} dV
where	 Ao = area of entrance pup3.1
^o = solid angle of view of instrument
',	 z (v) = instrument tra;zsmittance at v
I
as = signal degradat? n_^. rector.	 _
i	 Hecause_^:+f the narrow hands (high spectral resolution}, we can
reglace the intecsral with trs prod^act 	 •










The signal-to--noise ratio is given by
	
.	
5	 0 ^o z^ Dv L^ (22QK} D
N ^ an ces A^ Af
. ^ -^ =	 ' ' We can relate 'the electronic output • bandwidth 'to the
integration time t of a channel.. For example, the electronic
output falter may obe an ideal, low-pass filter, also known as
	
_,.	 •a.runninq-mean filter or a zero-order hol3 filter {See B.F.C.
Cooper,.Post-Detector Filtering. in Radiometry, Proc. Inst. of
Redio & Electron. Engrs. Australia, 31, No. 2, pp. 4148, Feb.
1970). Tts normalized frequency response is sin nto f/^tof,
where f is the electrical frequency. For white
noise, the equivalent outp:at bandwidth is given by
Af = ^o (sin rto fja tof} 2 df = I
2t0
In the case of the Anvanced Meteorological Temperature Sounder,
t may be : .d^^^tified with the dwell time consistent with a 45
k^ x`45 - km effective field of view. From - Section 3.3.1.1 we
have ^f = 1.67 hz.
Returning to the S/N equation, we see that, except for a
scalp
 factor, • all of the parameters are either specified in the •
funatiorial requirements or set by the requirements in other areas.
O£ course, the other areas may in influenced, in turn, by the
a:equirement for a minimum S/N ratio of ID0 : 1 in all channels. In
particular, L {220K) , Dv and t (^f} are specified directly or
indirectly invthe functional requirements. The convergence angle
u at the detector, which is determined by the Abbe sine law A n
sine u = A S2 comes from the optical. design. From the 	 d
standpoint ° ° of S/N , it is the objective of the optical design
to maximize this angle (minimize the f-number) subject to the con-
straints- imposed by other instrument requirements. The transmittance
T ^ can also be obtained from the optical design.. Again franc the
5^N standpoint, it is the objective of the detector selection
task to obtain the maximum D* ^ consistent with the requirement
for a realizable cooling syst^m. The signal degradation factor
depends on the signal. processing system (modulation, demodulation,
and filtering) and the performance of the preamplifiers; it is
therefore ,an input from the electronic design (Section 3.4).
'^^ 1
,^^^ECEDING pAG^ P^ '' NOI ^L11A^D
-s^-
rThis leaves us with the detector area, which represents
-the scale factor or size o^ the instrument' s optical assembly.
That is, when all the other factors have been set, the system
performance requirements impose a minimum - size requirement.
A lower size limit may also be imposed by spatial or spectral
diffraction effects. At the same tme, there will bs upper
13m3ts imposed by size and mass restrictions on the smaller size
end by the smallest size fY .eld dens width that is feasible from
a manufacturing/use standpoint. Contacts with . two optical.
fabricators indicated that ]:eases cou^d.be made as small as ^
m.m. wide, howev .^ r, optical performance may not be good due to
twisting caused by internal stresses .(also because of cooling
to 64 kelvin) . A ^i^?-e f-easible width was considered to be




From section 3.1.1 we have
Ao t2o ^ 2 . I4 x 10- ^ cm 2 str for all channels .
Add = 0.0842 cm
From the AMTS specification we h^^ve
^^^,},^	 ov s X0.5 cm- in channels 1 -- 10
1.0 c^ in channels 11 and l2.
-'




ry _ m^ ^fl rtl Tw E gv
•^
	 where Ra = mirror reflectance (includir. .g grating}
_:^ -	
to =transmittance of field lens
_	 ^
_	 ^tI =transmittance of telescope Lens.
^. r`^ 	 zw =transmittance of cooler window
i'
,`^	 e	 = grating efficiency at v.
^^	 gv
^^^'	 We will ignore variations in mirror reflectance and Tens
';j	 transmittance with wavenumber since these are comparatively
' _w	 small but grating efficiency data was obtained from Bausch and
^^ ^^' -^	 Lomb for our spectrograph mode (not the normally pti^blished
^,
Littrow configuration data}. Since the field lenses can be
coated for optimum narrow band performance we estimate higher
transmission than for the telescope lens and cooler windows
which must have wide band coatings.
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Tt1 m TW = 0 . 90 .'
;^
f...	 ^	 -	 -. Yields.	 ' T^	 0.589	 agv	 {see	 Table	 3.'3.3=1) -^ ....	 .............__.	 -... ^..:......:.......	 -	 ^	 ^ : ...,- ^	 .-..	 .
----
i;^; Using the data for D* from sect3.on 3.3.2.2, scene radiance
^ fora 220K source and degvradation factors from . section 3 . 3.3.1 . ^
the signal- to-noise ratios for_ channels 1 - 12 were cal^c^:].ated
`' -	 and are given in Table 3 . 3.3--1.	 Channels -11 °to 12 have adequate ^	 -
• margin or safety over the required S/N ratio of 100.1. 	 Channels ;	 {
'' b to 10 a3so have relatively safe margins since D * values used #	 ;
in the calculations are near the spectral region ^fib7 cm- t or 15urn} ^	 ^'
where HgCdTe suppliers have had some Fast experience and the values
4, used were based on 	 vendor ' s guaranteed performance.	 Signal-to-_one '^r
^` noise in channel 1 barely meets the desired performance using the
estimated minimum D * 	 (see section 3.3..2.2).	 The grating efficien-
cy of 69^ at fi 07 cm'^ 1 	(channel 1) seems low since the grating
'^ parameters (80 grooves/m.m. and blaze wavelength of x.6.4 ^m in s
,^'?^ Littrow configuration) were chosen to optimize efficiency in this
r^, reg^.on.	 Every effort must be made to improve the sensitivity at
607 cm 1 , most crit3.cal being the achievable Dv which can be- the



































Channel v (cm' 1 y
^qv
Lv (22flK) ** D* cm aa^ as . an 'S'/N
watt
_..
1 $07.00 0.5.9 5.1;2 x. 14" 6 . i. ].9_.x 101 ° 2.42 101. ^ ..^_ .
_
x .{
2 623.?3 0.71 4.98 x 10' 6 1.24 x 10 10 2.37 107.
^^
3 627.75 0.71- 4.94 x 10 6 3..25 x 10 10 2.37 107 ^^•.
... '4 635.80 0:71 4. i4 x 10-6 ^ 1..28 x 10 1 ° 2.37 1Q$	 - '`
^	 =`
5 646.55 0.72 4.76 x 10'" 6 1.3. 1 x 10 1. ° 2.37 13.0 ^	 ^`a'^
6 652.'75 0.73. 4.70 x 10" 6 _ 1.32 x 10 1q 2.,37 . 3.3.1 ^	 3
7 666.2fl 0.74 4.57 x 10_
6
3..36 x 10 10 2.37 113.
8 666.90 0.74 4.56 x 10"' 1.36 x 10 10 2.37.. .112..
;A"^ } 9 668.10 0.74 4.55 x lfl" 6 x..36 x 3^0 10 2.37 11Z z,^	 ^ ^.
10 ;669.10 fl.74 4.54 x 10'" 6 1.36 x 10 1 ° 2.37 312
13. 1203.00 0.75 7.94 x 10'^ 5,0 x 10 10
•.
2.37 144 Y
i2 1231.80 0.78 7.06 x 10-' S.0 x 10 10 2.37 133






,J -^":	 I	 .d r	 i .'±'^^,	 y^^,a 4	 ^	 ^.d
	 N.•a. w
^^ _.	 T__^
3.4 _	 Electron^.cs Design
3.4.1.0 RLECTRZCAL BL9CK DIAGRAM 	 '
The block diagram for the. total sounder system is shown
in Figure 3.4-1. Each of th y: 28 ch^-^•:nnels has an iadiva,dtaal video
_ `	 amplifier chaa.n which. consists of a preamplifier, main amp^.ifier,
filter, and a synchronous demodulator followed by an.ntegrator
and holding circuit. The. outputs from the 28 channels are fed
into an analog multigiexer where they are sequentially routed to
•	 an anal^zg to digital converter for conversion into a Y4 bit.
_ -'	 digital word before. being sent to the spacecraft data system,
Channels 1 through 12 erse low input impedance pxeampli-
. fern which are fed by HgCdTe detectors while channels 13 through
28 make .use of Insb detectors which feed preamplif^.ers^with cooled
FET input stages to obtain low-noise operation.
A chopper in the optical path chops the incoming energy
at a 250*Hz rate. A pickup from the chopper is used to generate
the reference signal that is used by the synchronous demodulators.
All 28 channels are sampled simultaneously so that the data from
each, spectral channel is taken from the same IF0^7.
-
	
	 The requirements for the A/D Converter are set by the
dynamic ranges of the scene and the signal to noise ratio desa,red.
^^^^ The most severe requirements occur in ci,3nnels 25, 26, 27 and 28.
Tf the allowable noise Ievel at a S/N ratio of 104.x. is assigned
.a._value,ofone_bit, the resulting Iev_els of digitization required






Since it is unlikely that a S/N ratio of 100:1 will be obtained
in Channel 28 and also because of the fact that channel 26 may
not be used over ^,ts fu11 dynamic;range, a 14 :ait A/D converter











The preamplifi^:rs for the Mercury^Cadmium-Telluride
{HgCdTe) channels, 1 through 12,'are designed for use with a low
impedance source and therefore do not require FET's to provide a
high input impedance. The law input impedance reduces the sus-
ceptability to noise pickup and the effects of stray capac3.ty
upon the operation. Since a .low noise preamp for these channels
can be obtained without cooling any of the preamp components and
the low impedance detector reduces the need for short lead lengths,
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there is na need to place any of the components on the first
'	 stage of the radiant cooler. Th^;s helps to reduce the number
of leads going into the cooler.'	 ^^
f ^ Figure 3.^-2 shows the schematic diagram-of the preamp
,^• - to be used for the HgCdTe channels..	 ..Figure 3.4--3 illustrates the





The bias current supply for the detectors is also:
_.:^ ; ^ ^ shown with . the schematic of the preampl^. :fier-.	 A constant current
supply is used to obtain a high impedance to min^ .mize loading
{gA ^h ^	
_
the . sigrial from the detector. 	 This is advantageous because of.
-0
'




^ ^.; ^- _-•	 ^ The major factors entering into the noise of this pre-
^'- .amp are detector resistance Johnson noise, input transistor noi^;e
t^^^^ and , the noise cause3 by the bias current supply.	 Previous testa
^= with the bias- 2rrent sup^y indicate that it generates approxi-^
r^;:: mately 1 x 10	 amps/ 1f Hz of noise per milliampere of bias
^s	
^ current.	 Channel l is operated with 4 milliwatts of bias power
w ^ while channels 2 through 12 are operated with 1 milliwatt of bias
"^^'"'^
^
power.	 This results in bias currents of 3.9 ma and 1.9 ma
i a{ respectively.	 Fora 3.9 ma detector bias arad a 27'0 ohm detector,
°' t'ais results in
^	 ^	 ^ _
^^,-
, , iLRY^ : ,` . .	 ,	 .
-	 ^	 e8 
= 1.OS X 30-s V/	 Hz
^'^^'^^ '-s
.
-The 1.9 ma bias rQSUlts in a noise of
F ` :.
-
^; eB ^	 {1.9 x 10- lz }.(270}	 -F. ^..., ^::1
"''F'
^ y" eB = 0.52 x 10-^ V/	 Hz
`' The detector Johnson noise{84°K }is





e^ _	 C {4} • {1.38 x 10-x s } . {84} • (270} ^^
•.-;
i,	 ;";	 :
>-	 ^	 •	 .
^e	 ^ 1.12 x 10"'	 V	 ^ Hz .D	 /
The transistor noise is made up of the emitter-base voltage
noise and the base current noise.
The emitter-base noise can be described by
_	 2
^;^	 en = KT	 q 3
^-	 c
en = 0.293 x 10 - ^ V/ ^ Hz for I c = 2.5 ma.
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The base-current noase is
i ^ 2q ;c`
n	 fe
i ^ 1.266 x 10- 1s
 amps/ Hz
n	 ;:
en ^ (R^) (in)
Thus en ^ (270) 1.266 x lOr:^
e ^ 0.34 x. 10'" 9
 V/ Hz
_n
The total transistor noise. is then - 	^	 .
eT ^ C (. 3^ x 10- ^ } 2 + (, 293 x 10-s ) ]^
eT ^ ..449 x l0' 9 V/ Hz
Operating both halves of the transistor in parallel results in
' a noise reduction by the 2.
Thus ant ^ Q . 317 x 10'i 9 V/ ^ z ^'
5wmmu^.q the noise sources. results in the .follewin^ total noise.
For Channel 1
eN	 [(1.05 x 10'°) z + (1.12 x 10"9) z + (.317 x 10 -9 ) 27^
eN	 1.57 x 10' 9
 V/ H^	 .
or	 ep ^ 2.03 x 10r9 V i.n a bandwidth of 1.67 Hz,




'a	 (.52 X 10 9) + (1.12 X 10'" 9 ) + (.317 X 10" 9 ) ^
_	 en ^ 1.27 x 14-9 V/ Hz	 ,
or	 en ^ 1.65 x 10' 9 V in a bandwidth of 1.67 Hz.
This calculated value compares favorably to the actual noise
measured from a s:imiliar type of ampxifier, the results of which
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` ^ x-^.t'SX	 _.'
i ,r fi	 #	 7'.	 a	 ^ ,-.:.'	 a ^	 , .^ r"-.	 ..+'''well ^	 ^	 !	 +	 ^, ^
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re	 e	 q IE
.	 re - 1.0.4 oi,ms
A	 2000	 192 .-
Thus the.-open loop gain of the first-stage is (192} •
 (100) = 19,^OA.
.	
Rf
'	 The closed loop gain of -the first stage 3.s -----^-
^ET
A ^ 50.000 ^ 185 .
2T0
3.4.1.2	 Indium Antmonide Channels
The preamplifier for the indium Antimonide(zn5b) Channels
13 through 28 will consist of a differential pair FET input




`''-^^.	 The input FET as wpll as the feedback resister, R F , are
'	 cooled to a temperature of y1SOK by ^rounfling them on the first
stage. of the radiant cooler in orde^;^ tv red ace the syste*a noise,
Mounting these components on the. first stage also has the advan-
tage of allowing shorter length connections to the high impedance
components which xeduces stray capacity and also reduces the
•	 susceptability to noise pickup,	 '
Yndividual preamplifiers will be used for each channel and
a common ground will be used for ail of the lnsb detectors to
minimize the number of leads required going to the second stage
of the cooler.
A common source differential FET input is used because
this configuration provides a very high input resistance and
reduces the effect of the drift, offset and noise of the
operational amplifier by the gain of the FET input stage.
Thy
 noise analysis of the preamp^,ifier is based on the
noise e.^uivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.4-5; the gain bandwidth.
equivalent circuit- is given in Figure 3.4- fs.
1i ^	 ^.
r
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Fig. 3.4-5 Gainbandwidth 
EQUiv y
orient Ci.rcua.t
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The Johnson noise of the feedback resistor is calculated
at a temperature of 150°K since the resistor will be mounted
on the 1st stage o^ the radiant cooler,
aKTB	 ^
1R ^ ^ ^' ^	 K - 1.38 x 10 -xa
B= 1Hz
The following table summarizes the noise currents for various
values of feedbacks resistors.
in Amps/ Ha
^, @ 150oK• @ 300K
100 Meg 9.10 x	 10'" i s 1.29 x 10-' i t
200 Meg 6.43 x lOrls 9.10 x l0^is
90Q
^^^•
Meg 4.55 x 10 15 6.43 x 10-is
500 Meq 4.07 -- 1 5x 10 - 1 55.75 x 15
60D Meg 3.71 ^;.	 ZC- 1= 5.25 x 15'`-$
X00 Meg 3.22 x lO r;5 4.55 x l0^is
1000 Meg 2.88 x	 ZD^' 1s 9.07 x 15	 is
2000 Meq 2.03 x 10 is 2.88 ^t 10-is
3000 Meg 1.b5 x 10-is 2.35 x 10'is
3.4,1.2.1 Reduction of FL'T Noise ► Reduced Temperature
The basic noise voltage of a FET caused by the channel







K	 ^ 1.38 x 10_za
0.67
gfs
^:^•^	 but gf5 increased by x .5 percent/oC as the temperature is reduced.
--9G-
1,	






}	 ^,	 ^{ ^ ^^G^ Y;
	 k ^	 1	 -1	 1	 (	 Y'	 kt	 a WY+	
_^	 'h ^.rx. 
,7 b Al	
^ ^ ,..	 ^	 ..1	 i^^^I^	 ^ ^	 1	 _r	 A
^	 For an SDF 500 FE'T with VAS = 20 V and YD = 200 ^aA, g fs = 500 }!mho
^^..: ^	 min at 300I:
Therefore at 150K
gfs	 =	 (500}	 [1 + (.005}	 (150} ^
gfs	 -	 875 x 10_6
@ 300K
e	 -	 4K (300}	 .67	 = 4.71 x LO - ' V/ Hz
n	 500 x 106
@ 150K




The portion of e cue to the channel resistance is reduced ter
^	 O.S35 of origina^ by going to 150.
'^^-
Sin e the preamp input is a differential FET pair uhc
.noise is •^ times the single ^'uT noise.
@ 300K
en	 = ry 1 ^4. /1 X 1.0 - "] = 5.bb x lu	 V/^y/ nz
This corresponds reaso:7ably well to the measured preamp noise of
an actual amplifier beyond the I/f region, t?zerefore it is
reasonable to assume that the temperature reduction factor is
valid.
The actual measured noise an a previously constructed preamp

















q = 1.642 ^ to-z9
Thus in = 4.04 x 14- is amps/	 Hz at 300I:.
Lowering the temperature redt.;^ces I g by a factor of
2 for each 10°C.
xz
Therefore @ 150°K, IG = 50 x154_
	
= 1.53 x l0^is
2
and i^ = 2.21 x 10-17 amps/	 Hz at 150K.
Each InSb is 4.84 mm square giving an active area of
.034 in.x .034 in.= 1156 mile
Added to this is a 5 x 5 mil contact azea.
Since the detector has a capacity of app:.oximately 0.2 pf/milx,
this results in ^^ total calculated cGpGcity of
].181 x 4.2 = 236 pf.
For noise calculation purposes, an additional 75 pf wiil be
added t° this value for stzay and undefined capacitances.
If the system chopper operates at 254 Hz, the noise due to
the inptat capacity is as follows:
e e
i	 = n	 - n --- -.n Rizi
1+ 3wRiCi
S- — 	 ..	 _...	 -	
^--
_	
3. g . 1. 2.2	 FKT Gate Leakage Current
An SDF500 Solitron kET operating at Vns = 24V and Ip = 240ua
has an I = 50 pa at 25 C.
9
The current noise is given by
in = 2gr^B
-9 8-	 {
..	 i 	 ^.	 .,	 _
	
.,	 ^	 ^	 w,	 ..
_,.	 _,	 _	 I	 .
en (1 + j w. RiCi}
in- R - -	 -	 ---
i
i X 8 0 x_10^g-
_C {1}" + {2n _ k ?50 x S x 10 a x 312 x 10-' s y ~ 1
n	 5 x lOs
in = 3.92 x 10-is amps/ Hz .
3.4,1.2.2	 amplifier Stability
The feedback capacitor required far a.-;^plifier stability
determines the closed loop breakpoint frequency and also the
amount of noise current from the feedback resistor at frequencies
above the breakpoint.
The size of the Feedback capacitor can be determined as follows:
	
2d z + 2 d	 (dz + Rf Ci wH}
Cf
.	 R€	 t,^H





Rf = feedback resistor
wH = GaW p f amplifier
Ci =^ input capacity .
For this case, assume d = 1
Rf = 500 Meg
GBTV = 500 RHz






,'^ 2 (1) z +_ 2 (1)	 lz + 5 x 10 8 x 3.12 x 10- 1 ° x 3.14 x 10bCf	
5 x 10 8 x 3.14 x 106
Cf = .89 x l0^lz
Cf ^ 1.0 pf.







5 x 10 8 x 1 x lO1z
^3db = 2400 rad/sec
or f3db = 318 Hz.
Thus the amplifier will still have a flat response at the chosen
chapping frequency of 250 Hz .
The InSb detectors will be operated at 84 kelvins and because
of the naxrow spectral bands that they see, wi11 have a dynamic





4 x 1.38 x 10-23 x 84
^'nd	 5 x 10 8





i ^	 ^ ^ ^R	
^..:.si. ^ ^	 rC^	 `'^ ^°....r ^ "mil {^ ^""^^ ..,' ,^	 .,^  ^	 TM ^:	 ^	 i	 ^^^	 -^ •	 ],^....,^
3.4.1.2.3	 Noise Summary
The individual contributions of each noise source for the
indium antimanide channel preamplifiers is listed below:
Feer3back Johnson in = 4.07 x 1Or15 amp/	 Hz
Detector Johnson in = 3.05 x 10" 15 amp/^ Hz
en/Input Z in = 3.92 x 1Q` j ^ ^^-^---,a*zp/	 Hz
FET Leakage -	 in = 2.21 x 14` 17 amp/^jIiz
.. The total noise will be: a
^ii
z-	 z	 x	 z ^
in
 = ^(4^47 x 10-1x } + (3.45 x 10 -15 } +(3.92 x 10-15 ^+(2.21 x 14"t7)^
in = 6.4.2 x 1Q"' 15 amp/ Hz .
Since the system ba*ldwidth is I.67 Hz, the total noise is equal to
3.67
	 (6.42 x 10' 1 5 ) .
in Total = 0.83 x 30^ 1 ++ amps .





	 7.84x10' 1 ^ amp/•MHz
	
754	 11.76x1fl' 1 5 amp/ xz
	
1040	 15. S7x1Q-1 5 ,^, -^tp/.^kzz




in (1.67 Hz BW)
1. 21X1.4` 1 4 ^^




















Both the radiant cooler design (Sec. 3.2) and the short-
wave channel sensitivity aSec. 3.3.2.1; degend on cooling the spec-
trometer to a nominal -25 C (248K). We will now outline how
this coaling can be accomplished. The spectrometer is r_Un-
tained within a volume approximately as shown in Figure 3.5-1.
The horizontal surface that faces the earth is a silver
te£lon radiatox. Tn an isolated condition, i.e., when per-
fectly isolated from tiie rest of the instrument, this radiator
has a temperature of 238.6K in the nomin^i Tiros-L^ orbit (Ref.
^.)*.	 That is, it would reach an equilibrium temperature of
238.6K when exposed to the sun and earth. if the spectrometer
actually runs at 24$x:, the radiator will emit a net power given
by
^h cAh ^ {248)'' - (23$.5) "^ = 6.94W,
'	 ^•^hexe Ah is the silver teflon_ area-. of 14.75 x 33 in Z and sh is
its	 emissivity of 0.72. This power is then equa]. to the
sum of radiative and conductive inputs to the other surfaces of
•	 the spectrometer.
For the configuration shown in Figure 3.5-1, both these
inputs come f1-om surfaces at the temperature of th^ electronics
and telescope/scanner ass^amblies, assumed to be 20 C. For




^{293}" -	 (:'.4B} ^ - 3.74W,
C 2s. -1 ^	 Ji
where A. ^ total spectrometer outer area that is eroid plated
1	 = 1237 in2
E i =emissivity of gold plating = 0.045
This leaves us with an allowable conductive input of
Kh (293-248) = 6.,94 - 3.74 = 3.20W
or
	 Kh = 0.71 WK't
where ^: is the thermal conductance between the spectrometer and
+she	 h rest of the instrument.
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	 If we reserve 10^ of the conductance for el`ctrical
^="	 connections, there is 0.064 WK- t left fox mechanical supports
and standoffs. The spectrometer will probably have supports
connected to both the electz-onics and telescope/scanner
ass4mblies (See Figure 3.5-1). The other two insulated sur-
faces will face plates tied to these two assembli^:s. These
surfaces will require onl y
 standoffs. Assuming that there
are 10 synthane G-10 standoffs of 1/4-inch ad, 1/S-inch id,
and i/4-inch free length (surface separation), they will
have a thermal conductance given by
KS ^ 10	 ,^C{^;
2
 - 
(1/8} 7 ^ x 2.54 x 4.4 x 10-3 = 0.01E wR_1
4 x 0.25	 ^
whew 4.4 x 10- 3 {W c;si ^ K- 1 ) is t}ze thermal conductance of
synthane G-10 in te:aperature range or interest (Ref. 2). This
leaves us 4.048 WK- 1 for the supports. If there axe 10 of these,
grain of synt}^ane G-lb, they can have an od of 0.50 inch, an id
of 0.34 inch, and a free length of 4.25 inch.
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k`".-^^	 11	 No new technology was generated during this design^,^1





^^ it^e results of this study show that an AriTS instru.*^ent
~`';^ can be designed and built which will achieve the 0.5 cm"1
^__; resolution in the 607 to 669 cm 1 wavenumbex bands and 2.0 cm 1




with two different optical suppliers indicate that the thin
`^-'^ field lenses requixed by the narrow s pectral bands and close
`.^ spacing between so^r^e of the channels can be fabricated.
	 The
'^^^' optical resolution of the f/5, 762 m.m. focal length spectro-
.-°^ meter is adequate to provide good spectral resolution as shown
by the Opta,cal Research Associates analyses.
	 Aradi,ant Cooler
^.,^ was designed to cool the 28 infxared detectors to 8^ Kelvin in
order to provide signal-to-noise ratios of ^ 100:3. for a 220
^'' ^	 Kelvin scene for all channels except two (27 and 28) where
+- '	 lower S/N ratios are acceptable.
Recommendations include additional optical, thermal and
structural analyses as well as fabrication and test of critical
system components. In particular, fabrication of RgCdTe de w .
Lectors for the longer wavelength channels (16 and 16.5^:m) is
recommended since detector manufacturers have very limited
experience in making detectors which operate at these wavelengths
and at the proposed operating temperature of 84 Kelvin.a
-^.^^
-105-
